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INTRODUCTION

The Paleozoic bedrock in the northwest part of the Twin Cities Metropolitan area

(Fig. 1) has been increasingly relied upon as a source of potable water. Most municipal

wells in the area are now constructed to draw water from Paleozoic  bedrock because

productive drift aquifers are uncommon and are more susceptible to contamination.

Increased reliance on Paleozoic strata as a source of groundwater led to a request by

environmental managers, led by the Metropolitan Council, for improved geologic maps

of the area as well as a hydrogeologic characterization of the most heavily used aquifers

and their intervening confining units, those in the siliciclastic-dominated, Upper Cam-

brian part of the Paleozoic section. Hydrogeologic characterization combined with map-

ping provides a geologic framework for the northwest metro area that is of greater useful-

ness to environmental managers because it will increase the accuracy of groundwater

protection plans, as well as predictions of aquifer productivity.

Our hydrogeologic investigation is focussed on detailed characterization of the

Upper Cambrian aquifer commonly referred to as the “Franconia-Ironton/Galesville” or

“FIG” aquifer, using recently developed borehole geophysical techniques (Paillet and

others 2000; Runkel and others, 2003). The tentative strategy for communities in the

northwest metro area is to use the FIG aquifer as the principle source of potable water.

Information was also collected and synthesized, to a lesser extent, on the Eau Claire and

St Lawrence Formations, which are generally considered confining units above and

below the FIG aquifer, and on the Mt Simon Sandstone, which is considered a less

desirable alternative to the FIG as a source of water.

Despite recognition for many years that the demand for water from the FIG aquifer

was increasing in the northwest metro area, its hydrogeologic properties remained poorly

understood, and inconsistently depicted in the literature. In the greater  Twin Cities Metro

area it has most commonly been treated as a single hydrogeologic unit: a sandstone

aquifer in which water travels through intergranular pore spaces. However, such a charac-

terization is inconsistent with a number of local-scale observations of greatly variable and

largely unpredictable well yields,  internal vertical hydraulic head variability’s, and

documentation of substantial flow through secondary pores (summarized in Runkel and

others, 2003). A new hydrogeologic characterization was needed to account for these

discrepancies.

In this investigation we synthesized the results of a number of previously conducted,

site-specific investigations, and in addition collected new borehole geophysical informa-

tion, to provide a hydrogeologic framework for the FIG aquifer applicable at regional

scale across the northwest metro area. Our hydrostratigraphic characterization provides a

depiction of the spatial distribution of matrix and secondary porosity in a spectrum of
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geologic settings. Of particular importance is our effort to fully depict the distribution and

abundance of fractures. Hydraulic data interpreted within the context of the

hydrostratigraphic framework led to a marked improvement in our understanding of the

hydrogeologic properties of the “FIG”, demonstrating that what was formerly regarded as

a single hydrogeologic unit instead  internally consists of two regionally extensive aqui-

fers separated by a confining unit. Furthermore, our borehole geophysical results docu-

ment the relatively great importance of flow through bedding plane parallel fractures in

what was widely considered to be entirely porous media. Stratigraphic control on the

distribution of these fractures provides some measure of predictability to their occurrence

regionally across the Twin Cities Metro area.

STUDY AREA: GEOLOGIC SETTING AND STRATIGRAPHY

The investigation focused on the Paleozoic bedrock in  the northwestern part of the

Twin Cities Metropolitan area (Fig 1 ), including parts of Anoka, Hennepin, Isanti,

Ramsey, Sherburne, Washington, and Wright counties.  The bedrock across much of the

area is overlain by 50 to over 200 ft of unconsolidated Quaternary strata, “glacial drift”,

that include sand, gravel, and clay-rich till. Paleozoic bedrock is characterized by rela-

tively thin, but widespread layers dominated by sandstone, shale, or dolostone. These

layers dip shallowly towards the Minneapolis-St Paul downtown area, representing the

western to northern margin of the Twin Cities basin. As a result, progressively older

formations subcrop away from Minneapolis-St Paul across the study area to outlying

suburbs.

The bedrock formations mapped within the study area are Cambrian and Ordovician

in age, and include the Mt Simon Sandstone through the Decorah Shale (Fig 2). The

“outlying” northwest metro bedrock of greatest interest hydrogeologically largely

consists of Upper Cambrian siliciclastic sedimentary rocks: sandstone, siltstone and

shale, in the Mt Simon Sandstone, Eau Claire Formation, Ironton and Galesville Sand-

stones, and Franconia and St Lawrence formations (Figs 1 and 2). Carbonate rock occurs

only as relatively thin intervals in  the lower parts of the Franconia and St Lawrence

formations.

GEOLOGIC MAPS

Bedrock mapping for the northwestern metro area included preparation of 1:100,000

scale structure maps of  the upper surfaces of the Ironton-Galesville Sandstone, Eau Claire

Formation, Mt. Simon Sandstone, and Precambrian bedrock.  It also involved preparation of

a map of the bedrock geology and bedrock topography for northern Anoka County, which
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was integrated into the 1:125:000 Twin Cities Metropolitan area map by Mossler and Tip-

ping (2000).  John Mossler interpreted the raw data (described below) and created paper

copies of the maps. Robert Tipping converted the paper copies into digital files and inte-

grated them with existing maps.

DATA AND METHODS

Bedrock geologic units were interpreted for approximately 750 newly acquired drillers

logs for Anoka County.  These logs were provided by Richard Marsh of the Anoka County

Health Department, who had verified their locations in the field. The interpretations of

bedrock geology on approximately 5860 drillers� logs already in our files from northwestern

Hennepin County, Anoka County, eastern Sherburne County, and eastern Wright County

were also re-examined. Many of these latter logs required corrections or improvements to

the interpretations. For example, the bedrock for many logs was re-interpreted to identify the

individual Paleozoic formations penetrated; and improvement over previous interpretations

that simply referred to the bedrock as �Cambrian undifferentiated.� In addition to water well

drilling records, 40 to 50 cuttings sets from water wells and 75 to 80 geophysical logs were

interpreted.

Interpretation of drillers� logs was an iterative process that required repeated compilations

and revisions of geological and bedrock topographical maps at 1:24,000 scales, concurrent

with repeated interpretations and revisions to the drilling logs. Individual logs were com-

pared to nearby drillers� logs plotted on the maps, and more importantly, with nearby geo-

physical and geological (from water well cuttings) logs. This provided a larger-scale geo-

logic context and greater consistency to the interpretations compared to previous efforts in

the area. However, this process unexpectedly required the compilation of 1:24,000 scale

geologic maps for most of northwestern Hennepin and eastern Wright and Sherburne Coun-

ties, in addition to those in northern Anoka County.

The structure map for the Ironton-Galesville sandstone was compiled at a scale of

1:24,000 across most of the study area including the older urban core. The structure maps of

the Eau Claire Formation and Mt. Simon Sandstone were also compiled on  1:24,000 quad-

rangles in Sherburne and Wright Counties and adjoining parts of Hennepin County and

southern Anoka County. All compilations were done on Mylar overlays registered to

1:24,000 topographic maps. Computer plots of maps (at 1:100,000 scale) with plotted

values for the elevation tops of formations were used to compile the final structure maps.

The parts of the structure maps that were compiled at 1:24,000 were photographically

reduced and transferred to the 1:100,000 scale Mylar overlays. Contours for each structure

map were drawn by hand on a Mylar overlay and subsequently machine scanned. Data from

the scans were used to create the digital maps.
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The northern Anoka County map was constructed using 1:24,000 scale bedrock topogra-

phy and bedrock geology maps. The final bedrock topographic maps were compiled (hand

contoured) on Mylar overlays registered to computer-generated printouts of the elevations of

first bedrock in water well logs printed over computer generated topographic 1:24,000 scale

base maps.  The computer-generated base maps with values of bedrock elevation  were

printed out only after all recently acquired water well data had been interpreted, entered into

the County Well Index database, and edited for errors. Another set of base maps was gener-

ated that indicated  first bedrock encountered for each borehole, which was used to draw

bedrock contacts on the Mylar overlays with bedrock topographic contours.  The 1:24,000

scale maps compiled on the Mylar overlays were subsequently scanned and incorporated

into the Twin Cities Metropolitan Area map of  Mossler and Tipping (2000).

RESULTS

The structure maps show the general configuration of the upper surface of  Upper Cam-

brian formations and the Precambrian bedrock surface. There is evidence for geological

structure, including faults with significant displacement, in the Paleozoic rocks along the

northwestern margin of the Twin Cities basin. The faults have displacement that ranges from

a few tens of feet to as much as 100 ft, sufficient to juxtapose two different formations

alongside one another at the fault contact.

The results of this mapping highlight the need for revisions to the bedrock geologic map

for northwestern Hennepin County. Since the Hennepin County atlas was published in 1989

much new data have become available, including a larger number of geophysical logs, and

information from site specific, subsurface  environmental  studies. These data indicate that

the  distribution of the St. Peter and the Jordan sandstones in northwestern Hennepin County

is markedly more widespread than that depicted on the Hennepin County Atlas. In addition

there is evidence for geological structure, particularly faulting, in the Paleozoic formations

that is not shown on the county atlas bedrock geology map.

Lastly, there are abundant data in Sherburne County that could be used to compile a

1:100,000 scale bedrock topographic and geologic map similar to the those produced as part

of the county geologic atlas series. Currently there are no 1:100,000 geologic maps for this

rapidly developing county other than the unpublished working maps produced as part of this

study.
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HYDROGEOLOGY

DATA AND METHODS

The hydrogeologic data and investigative methods used in this report can be grouped

into two major categories: hydrostratigraphic analyses and hydraulic analyses.

Hydrostratigraphic analyses provide information about the distribution of porosity and

permeability, chiefly through plug tests of rock samples, outcrop, borehole and core

observations of secondary pores, and a number of borehole geophysical techniques that

in a more indirect fashion provide a depiction of  these features. Hydraulic analyses of

Paleozoic strata provide information on the manner in which groundwater travels

through pores, and is evaluated in  the northwest metro area chiefly through interpreta-

tion of pump tests and  borehole flowmeter logging techniques.

Hydr ostratigraphic Analyses

Borehole Logs: Natural gamma logs have been used extensively by MGS scientists to

distinguish hydrostratigraphic components that differ from one another in intergranular

porosity and permeability (e.g.Setterholm and others, 1991, Runkel, 1996b; Runkel and

others, 2003). A slimline probe measures gamma rays naturally emitted by rocks as it is

slowly raised in a borehole. In the Paleozoic strata of southeastern Minnesota, fine-

grained siliciclastic rocks with low intergranular permeability contain potassium in

sufficient abundance to emit a relatively high level of gamma rays,  and therefore cause a

strong positive deflection on gamma logs (Fig. 2). Coarse-grained siliciclastic rocks with

markedly higher intergranular permeability have a low potassium content and therefore

correspond to low readings on the gamma logs. Carbonate strata most commonly have

readings intermediate between those of  fine and coarse siliciclastic rocks.

Borehole video and caliper logs provide information similar to that of rock cores in

that they are used to document the size, shape, and stratigraphic position of fractures and

dissolution features. Some exceptionally high quality logs with side-wall views in bore-

holes with relatively clear water also allowed us to confirm the presence of matrix

hydrostratigraphic components inferred from cuttings and gamma logs. Video logs were

provided by the  Minnesota Department of Health (MDH), Summit Environsolutions,

Inc., and E.H. Renner and Sons, Inc.

Borehole cuttings High quality sets of cuttings were used to demonstrate a corre-

spondence between gamma logs signatures and hydrostratigraphic units (e.g. Setterholm
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and others, 1991). This correspondence was used successfully to delineate subsurface

hydrostratigraphic units in the Rochester, Minnesota area (Runkel, 1996b) and in Hous-

ton and Goodhue Counties (Runkel 1996a, 1998). Cuttings alone typically cannot be used

to determine precise thickness of hydrostratigraphic units because the sample stream

from the drilling process has inherent inaccuracies related to poor collection methods and

recirculation problems.

Hydraulic Analyses

Aquifer  tests: A large database of hydraulic conductivity values is based on a compila-

tion of pump and slug tests conducted on Paleozoic bedrock within the northwest metro

area, and in other parts of southeastern Minnesota where we believe the results are perti-

nent to this investigation. Hydraulic tests can be grouped into three principal categories

based on the quality of the test and amount of associated information on borehole con-

struction, testing procedures, and geologic setting.

1) Discrete interval tests: One of the most rigorous hydrogeologic characterizations

of Paleozoic strata in southeastern Minnesota was conducted as part of the Aquifer

Thermal Energy Storage (ATES) project at the St Paul campus of the University of

Minnesota in southwestern Ramsey County (e.g. Miller and Delin, 1993, and refer-

ences within). The investigation focused on the Eau Claire through St Lawrence

formations, which are buried by hundreds of feet of younger bedrock at the site; a

setting  where fracture porosity is minimally developed.  In addition to discrete

interval packer tests,  the comprehensive investigation measured hydraulic properties

using permeability tests of plug samples, formation-scale pump tests, thermal profil-

ing, and spinner flowmeter logs. The results provide us with values for intergranular

hydraulic conductivity of the principle Paleozoic matrix hydrostratigraphic compo-

nents where they contain relatively few, if any, hydraulic fractures. These values are

important as baseline intergranular values that can be compared to hydraulic conduc-

tivity values calculated for the same matrix hydrostratigraphic units where they are

closer to the bedrock surface, and thus more fractured, in the northwest metro study

area.

2) Standard Aquifer Tests: A number of hydraulic conductivity values for the

northwest metro area are based on aquifer tests conducted by private consultants and

by staff from state and federal agencies that include the United States Geological

Survey, the Division of Waters of the Minnesota Department of Natural Resources,
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the Minnesota Department of Health, and the Minnesota Pollution Control Agency.

Drilling records and natural gamma logs (where available) were used to determine the

hydrostratigraphic components exposed in the open hole interval for each of the wells

in the database.

Our evaluation of the results of these aquifer tests indicates that they commonly

result in the calculation of conductivity values that are considerably higher than those

calculated on the basis of discrete interval and specific capacity tests of the same

hydrostratigraphic material. A possible explanation is that standard aquifer tests are

commonly performed on large diameter industrial and municipal wells that are devel-

oped to increase productivity through methods such as blasting. Developed wells

such as these may be relatively better connected to secondary pore networks com-

pared to narrower diameter, undeveloped boreholes subjected to packer tests, and to

small diameter domestic wells that compose the majority of our specific capacity

database.

3) Specific Capacity Tests- Specific capacity data obtained from water well

construction reports in the CWI database was used to calculate hydraulic conductivity

following an approach described by Bradbury and Rothschild (1985) Specific capac-

ity values are corrected for the effects of partial penetration, well loss, and borehole

diameter. The hydraulic conductivity values calculated in this manner are believed to

be a more accurate measure of aquifer performance than specific capacity values by

themselves.

Hydraulic conductivity has been calculated for 2987  wells that draw water from

the Paleozoic strata of the greater Twin Cities metro area, including all or parts of

Anoka, Carver, Hennepin, Isanti, Ramsey, Scott, Sherburne, Washington, and Wright

counties. Runkel and others (2003) demonstrated that a large database of such values

can be used to recognize relative differences in aquifer performance that are consis-

tent with the results of higher quality, controlled pump tests and therefore can provide

information about geologic controls on aquifer performance. These data are summa-

rized in this report chiefly as scatter plots, and calculations of  median values and

statistically acceptable ranges.

Conductivity values calculated from specific capacity tests may be less indicative

of hydraulic performance than high quality, discrete-interval pump and slug test data

because pumping rates and drawdown measurements are typically collected in a less

rigorous fashion, and because the test are commonly of relatively short duration.

Additionally, the database from which these conductivity values have been calculated

consists of tests of water wells constructed expressly the purpose of extracting eco-

nomic quantities of water. The values of conductivity are therefore chiefly representa-
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tive of the most productive intervals of Paleozoic strata in a given geologic setting,

and do not include a large sample of values representative of strata with relatively low

conductivity.

Borehole geophysical  and television logs – Vertical groundwater flow within a

borehole in saturated stratigraphic intervals can be detected by electromagnetic and heat

pulse flowmeters. Flowmeter logs collected under ambient conditions are used to recog-

nize the hydraulically dominant intervals of matrix and secondary pores in an individual

borehole, and the confining unit(s) that separate them (Fig 3). Some boreholes are also

flowmeter logged during stressed conditions created by pumping from, or injecting water

into, a borehole, or by high capacity pumping from a nearby hole. Flowmeter logs col-

lected under stressed conditions allow the hydraulic properties of discrete intervals to be

quantified when compared to ambient flowmeter measurements and accompanied by

ancillary information such as the change in potentiometric level of the borehole. Follow-

ing the techniques explained by Paillet and others (2000), where possible we calculated

the percent of transmissivity contributed by each discrete interval to the bulk transmissiv-

ity of the borehole. Hydraulic conductivity was calculated by dividing the transmissivity

values of individual intervals by their thickness. Where the geophysical logs showed the

interval to be a fracture with an aperture too narrow to accurately measure with our

techniques, we used an estimated thickness of one foot in our calculation of hydraulic

conductivity. Because most of these features are markedly less than one foot in aperture

our calculations of conductivity are best regarded as minimum values.

Borehole television logs and probes that measure temperature and electrical proper-

ties of water provide similar information, but in a more qualitative and inconsistent

fashion than borehole flowmeters. Water entering or exiting a borehole along discrete

conduits in saturated conditions can be recognized by the movement of well sediment

held in suspension, and by shifts in temperature or the electrical properties of the water.

Seeps and cascading water along discrete intervals in open boreholes above the static

water level can be detected on television logs, and similarly provide information on the

stratigraphic position of important groundwater conduits.
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OVERVIEW OF HYDROSTRATIGRAPHIC, HYDRAULIC, AND

HYDROGEOLOGIC ATTRIBUTES

Hydr ostratigraphy

Matrix porosity and permeability

The matrix hydrostratigraphic components in the  bedrock of  the northwest metro

area are similar to those defined regionally for the Paleozoic strata of southeastern Min-

nesota by Runkel and others (2003). They are broadly divisible into three distinct types:

1) fine clastic, 2) coarse clastic, 3) carbonate rock (Figs 4, 5 ). The fine clastic component

consists of very fine grained sandstone, siltstone and shale in thin to medium beds that

are strongly to moderately cemented. It has low to very low permeability, several orders

of magnitude less than that of the coarse clastic component described below. Plug tests

indicate a vertical permeability that typically ranges from 10-2 to 10-6 md. Horizontal

permeability is commonly about two orders of magnitude greater than vertical.
The coarse clastic component is a poorly cemented, moderately to well-sorted, fine-

to coarse-grained sandstone composed of about 98 percent quartz. Plug sample tests

indicate it has a high porosity and vertical permeability, commonly more than 20 percent

and 1000 md respectively, due to relatively large, well-connected intergranular pore

spaces. Horizontal permeability typically is roughly equal to, or as much as an order of

magnitude greater than vertical permeability.

The carbonate rock component consists of very fine to fine grained dolostone and

limestone with variable amounts of silt, sand and shale as interbeds or admixed in the

carbonate matrix. Matrix porosity and vertical permeability values are typically less than

15 percent and 10-1 md respectively. Limited tests of horizontal permeability indicate

that it is commonly about two orders of magnitude greater than vertical permeability in

laminated carbonate rocks. Horizontal permeability is probably roughly equal to vertical

permeability in plug samples of structureless carbonate rocks.

Secondary porosity: fractures and dissolution features

The hydrostratigraphic character of the three components described above is mark-

edly affected by lateral and vertical variability in the abundance and interconnectivity of

fractures and dissolution features (Fig 5). Calculated values for porosity and permeability

within each of these components can vary substantially depending on the scale of tested

rock sample, and the degree of development of fractures and dissolution features. Perme-
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ability is extremely high where such features are well developed and interconnected, and

very low, even on a large scale, where minimally developed (e.g. Gianniny and others,

1996; Libra and Hallberg, 1985; Graese and others, 1988; Liesch, 1973; Eaton and

others, 2000; Runkel and others, 2003).

Three fundamental types of secondary pores are common in the Paleozoic bedrock of

southeastern Minnesota. (Runkel and others 2003). Systematic fractures are flat-sided

openings oriented perpendicular to bedding. They are also referred to as “joints”, and are

typically the most prominent fractures in large outcrops-commonly evident at distances

of hundreds of feet as straight, vertical openings  with  a more or less consistent spacing.

Nonsystematic fractures are more randomly distributed, and more variable in their orien-

tation and shape. They include openings that follow bedding planes as well as irregular,

curved, or conchoidal fractures that intersect bedding obliquely. Dissolution features are a

secondary pore developed through the dissolution of carbonate rock. Dissolution can

enlarge the apertures of nonsystematic and systematic fractures, and can also create

isolated cavities that have no apparent relationship to fractures.

Core logging, borehole videos, geophysical logs, dye trace investigations, and field

observations of exposed bedrock in southeastern Minnesota, presented in Runkel and

others (2003), and studies of generally similar sedimentary bedrock in other parts of

North America (e.g. Ferguson, 1967; Nichols, 1980; Wyrick and Borchers, 1981; Graese

and others, 1988) suggest that secondary pores  generally decrease in abundance, size,

and connectivity with depth beneath the bedrock surface (e.g. Fig 5). Within tens of feet

of the bedrock surface, all matrix components, even shales, contain systematic and

nonsystematic fractures, regardless of the thickness of overlying glacial drift. Dissolution

cavities are relatively abundant in carbonate rock. With increasing depth, the abundance

and apertures of fractures and cavities decrease, and secondary pores are apparently

limited to discrete stratigraphic intervals as opposed to their more ubiquitous distribution

near the bedrock surface. Our depiction of the  St Lawrence and Franconia formations in

the northwest metro area is a good example of this phenomenon: where these formations

subcrop they have a relatively great abundance of secondary pores, and where they are

more deeply buried by younger bedrock secondary pores are apparently chiefly limited to

bedding plane fractures and dissolution cavities in the upper one-half of the Franconia

Formation and lower one-half of the St Lawrence Formation (Figure 5).

Hydraulic character

Runkel and others (2003) synthesized a large volume of hydraulic data from the

published and unpublished literature to document the relationship between hydraulic

conductivity and hydrostratigraphic properties for the Paleozoic bedrock of southeastern
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Minnesota. For example, borehole measurements of hydraulic conductivity within indi-

vidual lithostratigraphic units in deep bedrock settings largely reflect the permeability

and thickness of its matrix hydrostratigraphic component(s), and the degree of develop-

ment of secondary pores (e.g. Fig. 4). Rocks dominated by the  fine clastic or carbonate

rock component with few secondary pores have relatively low hydraulic conductivity and

serve as confining units in deep bedrock settings. Horizontal hydraulic conductivity of

the fine clastic component based on discrete interval packer tests commonly ranges from

10-1 to 10-2ft/day for interbedded very fine sandstone and shale, to as low as 10-7 ft/day

for units composed almost entirely of shale. Vertical conductivity in the fine clastic

component is estimated to be about two orders  of magnitude less than horizontal. Packer

tests of  discrete intervals of unfractured, dense Paleozoic carbonate rock in Wisconsin,

Illinois, and Iowa have typically indicated horizontal conductivity’s on the order 10-4 ft/

day or less(Graese and other, 1988; Gianniny and others, 1996). In contrast, the coarse

clastic component, and intervals of carbonate rock containing abundant dissolution

features have relatively high hydraulic conductivity values in deep bedrock settings.

Discrete interval packer tests, specific capacity data, and standard aquifer tests of wells

open only to the coarse clastic component typically range from a few ft/day to as much as

60 ft/day. The carbonate rock component can have conductivity values commonly as high

as hundreds of ft/day, and even in locally deep bedrock settings flow speeds so rapid that

they are measured in miles/day along discrete intervals where well-developed conduit

systems are present.
The inverse relationship between the degree in the development of secondary poros-

ity and depth of burial beneath bedrock (e.g. Fig 5) is reflected by hydraulic performance.

The enhanced development of secondary pores in shallow bedrock conditions corre-

sponds to a measurable increase in hydraulic conductivity for the Paleozoic bedrock of

southeastern Minnesota. Coarse and fine clastic strata, and carbonate rock have a mark-

edly higher average conductivity, and a greater range in conductivity where they occur

near the bedrock surface compared to where they are buried by tens to hundreds of feet of

younger bedrock. Additionally, borehole flowmeter data demonstrate that boreholes open

to relatively shallow bedrock conditions have relatively strong, variable ambient flow

compared to the relatively subdued ambient flow  in boreholes cased to greater depths

beneath the bedrock surface (Runkel and others 2003).  This relationship likely reflects

the higher permeability due to enhanced secondary porosity, and the greater stresses of

near-surface recharge and discharge in shallow bedrock conditions.

In the northwest metro area, hydraulic performance is most markedly enhanced for

boreholes in which the open hole interval is within 50 feet of the bedrock surface (Fig 6).

This relationship reflects the diminished abundance, apertures, and connectivity of

fractures and dissolution cavities below that depth. Therefore, we use the term “shallow
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bedrock conditions” to refer to bedrock within a depth of 50 ft or less beneath the bed-

rock surface across the northwest metro area, regardless of the thickness of overlying

glacial drift. “Deep bedrock conditions” in this report refers to bedrock at depths greater

than 50 feet below the bedrock surface.

Hydr ogeologic Framework

The classification of  aquifers and confining units in the northwest metro area (Fig 5)

conceptually follows the classification described by Runkel and others (2003) for the

greater southeastern Minnesota area. The results of this investigation are consistent with

their conclusion that aquifers in the Paleozoic stratigraphic section are chiefly

hydrostratigraphic units dominated by coarse clastic rock or intervals of carbonate rock

with relatively abundant secondary pores. These aquifers are separated by  confining

units composed of fine clastic strata or carbonate rock with few interconnected secondary

pores. In the Cambrian bedrock of the northwest metro area we recognize at regional

scale five major aquifers: the lower Mt Simon, upper Mt Simon, Ironton-Galesville,

upper Franconia, and Jordan Aquifers. Three major confining units are recognized: the

Eau Claire, lower Franconia, and St Lawrence confining units.  Of particular importance

to the northwest metro area, is that this investigation provides abundant new evidence

that the “FIG aquifer”, widely considered a single hydrogeologic unit, is more properly

divided into at least three distinct hydrogeologic units. In addition we provide additional

documentation of the presence and importance of hydraulically active bedding plane

fracture systems within the upper Franconia aquifer and St Lawrence confining unit.

HYDROGEOLOGIC ATTRIBUTES OF INDIVIDUAL

LITHOSTRATIGRAPHIC UNITS

The hydrostratigraphic and hydraulic attributes of the Mt Simon Sandstone through

St Lawrence Formation in the northwest metro are described in detail in the remainder of

this report.  We frequently refer to the results of the regional-scale investigation of the

southeastern Minnesota Paleozoic hydrogeologic system published by Runkel and others

(2003) to provide a larger-scale context and to describe attributes that likely apply to the

northwest metro area even if they were not  directly measured during the course of this

investigation.

 Our results are organized in a manner in accordance with the standard

lithostratigraphic nomenclature of southeastern Minnesota because these

lithostratigraphic units are entrenched in our literature, databases, maps, and vocabulary.

In addition only lithostratigraphic units are delineated for individual water well sites in
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the County Well Index (CWI) database. Presented in this manner, our characterization

can be used in combination with the CWI database and bedrock geologic maps as a guide

to predict internal hydrostratigraphic and hydraulic variability within individual

lithostratigraphic units at regional as well as site-specific scales.

The characterization of the hydrogeologic attributes of individual lithostratigraphic

units begins with a description of the character and distribution of the three principal

matrix hydrostratigraphic components and a discussion of the development of secondary

porosity, features that are shown on Fig 5. This is followed by a synopsis of hydraulic

properties, compiled on Figs  6 and 7. Lastly, a discussion combines the

hydrostratigraphic and hydraulic information in an integrated synthesis of the

hydrogeologic character of each lithostratigraphic unit, including delineation of indi-

vidual aquifers and confining units.

MT SIMON SANDSTONE

The Mt Simon Sandstone, composed largely of the coarse clastic component with

subordinate beds of fine clastic strata (Figs 5,8),  is the lowermost Paleozoic formation in

southeastern Minnesota. It is thickest in the center of the Twin Cities basin, where it

locally exceeds 200 ft, and thins to the northwest. In the outlying northwest metro areas,

such as such as northern Anoka, western Hennepin, and eastern Wright counties, it is

much more variable in thickness, ranging from as little as 50 ft to as much as 150 ft.

Hydr ostratigraphic attributes

Matrix porosity

The Mt Simon Sandstone in the northwest metro area is hydrostratigraphically

consistent with its regional attributes described by Runkel and others (2003). The forma-

tion can be  divided into two parts based on intergranular attributes (Fig 8). A lower Mt

Simon consists chiefly of coarse clastic strata that are moderately to poorly cemented.

Plug test permeability is commonly greater than 1000 md. in both a vertical and horizon-

tal direction (MUGSP, 1980). Fine clastic interbeds are a minor component in the lower

Mt Simon. The upper Mt Simon Sandstone is hydrostratigraphically more complex (Fig.

8). It consists of approximately equal parts coarse clastic and fine clastic strata interca-

lated in beds from a few feet to as much as 30 ft thick. Plug tests demonstrate that vertical

permeability ranges over ten orders of magnitude: Coarse clastic intervals are commonly

over 1000 md whereas fine clastic intervals commonly have values from 10-3 to 10-6

md. Some individual plug samples are strongly anisotropic, with a horizontal permeabil-

ity 1000 times greater than vertical (Runkel and others, 2003).
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The  Mt Simon Sandstone thins to the north and west across the study area  largely at

the expense of the lower, coarse clastic-dominated part of the formation (Figs 5,8). Where

the Mt Simon  is less than about 70 ft thick in outlying areas such as northern Anoka,

Sherburne and Wright Counties, natural gamma logs indicate that it is composed almost

entirely of the “upper Mt Simon”, and therefore consists of nearly equal parts coarse

clastic and fine clastic material.

Secondary porosity

This investigation did not provide new information on secondary porosity of the Mt

Simon to add to that of Runkel and others (2003) who noted that it will contain system-

atic and nonsystematic fractures where in relatively shallow bedrock conditions, particu-

larly where it subcrops, and that fracture porosity will diminish with increasing depth

beneath younger bedrock.

Hydraulic attributes

A  large number of discrete interval and  standard aquifer tests of the Mt. Simon

Sandstone in  southeastern Minnesota and nearby areas have a somewhat limited range in

hydraulic conductivity of  about 0.38 to about 21 ft/day (Runkel and others 2003). The

tests were conducted in settings where secondary pores were known or assumed to be

minimally developed, and therefore the values are assumed to be  indicative of hydraulic

conductivity achieved through intergranular flow. However, the highest values are from

large diameter wells and therefore may reflect enhanced secondary porosity created

through well development procedures. The lowest values are calculated from tests of

wells where the Mt Simon is buried by several hundred to thousands of feet of younger

bedrock; because the Mt Simon much closer to the bedrock surface in the northwest

metro area its conductivity should be expected to be towards the higher end of the range,

from a few feet to as much as 20 ft/day. Bulk hydraulic conductivity values such as these

are most likely a measure of the productivity of individual, high permeability, coarse

clastic beds in the Mt Simon Sandstone. In contrast, individual beds of the fine clastic

component, which are abundant in the upper Mt. Simon, will have a horizontal hydraulic

conductivity of about 10 -1 ft/day to 10 -3 ft/day and a vertical hydraulic conductivity

between 10-3 ft/day to 10-5ft/day based on tests of strata with similar matrix porosity and

permeability in other Paleozoic formations  in southeastern Minnesota (e.g. Miller and

Delin, 1993).

Specific capacity data from wells in the Twin Cities Metro area demonstrate the
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hydraulic importance of the enhanced development of secondary pores in shallow bed-

rock conditions. Hydraulic conductivity for wells cased into the Mt Simon below a depth

greater than 50 ft below the bedrock surface in the northwest metro area  have a relatively

limited range, and average  15.3 ft/day (Fig. 6). These values are consistent with those of

higher quality pump test data described above, and likely are a measure largely or en-

tirely of intergranular flow.  In contrast, wells open to the Mt. Simon under shallower

bedrock conditions (cased to a depth less than 50 ft below the bedrock surface) have on

average twice the conductivity, at  31.4 ft/day, and a much greater range in conductivity

(Fig. 6). The greater range and higher average conductivity compared to deep bedrock

conditions reflects a higher percentage of wells in which significant contribution occurs

through networks of fractures.

Hydr ogeologic synthesis

The Mt Simon Sandstone in the northwest metro area is hydrostratigraphically

complex because it contains two intercalated components, the coarse clastic and fine

clastic components, that differ markedly from one another in permeability (Figure 8).

Similar hydrostratigraphic variability in  the Mt Simon has been studied in some detail in

the Waseca-Waterville area of southeastern Minnesota, as well as in Illinois and Wiscon-

sin, where the fine clastic beds were demonstrated to serve as confining unit(s) (Nicholas

and others, 1984; Carlson and Taylor 1999; Runkel and others 2003:).

In light of these observations, the common practice of depicting the entire Mt Simon

Sandstone as a single aquifer in the northwest metro area should be re-evaluated because

it is likely that the formation internally contains two or more hydrogeologic units (e.g.

Fig. 5). In this report we simply divide the formation into an upper and lower aquifer to

highlight the potential importance of internal confining beds in the upper part of the

formation. These have implications for site-specific investigations such as remediation

work, and should be considered in the development of wellhead protection plans.

The marked variations in thickness of the Mt Simon Sandstone in outlying northwest

metro areas, and compartmentalization of aquifers within its upper part may also have

implications for well yield. Where the Mt Simon is less than 70 ft thick it can be expected

to consist  chiefly of intercalated of fine and coarse clastic strata. Well productivity in

such areas will be markedly variable and potentially quite low if fracture porosity is

minimal. It may be possible to maximize well yield by opening as many of the coarse

clastic “compartments” in a borehole as possible.
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EAU CLAIRE FORMATION

Hydr ostratigraphic attributes

Matrix porosity

The Eau Claire Formation in the northwest metro area is typical of its regional

properties across southeastern Minnesota described by Runkel and others (2003): it is

composed chiefly of the fine clastic component (Figs 5,8), having  vertical permeability’s

that typically range from 10-3 to 10-5 md.

Secondary porosity

Where the Eau Claire Formation occurs as uppermost bedrock in the northwest

metro area (e.g. Fig 5), it likely has features typical of fine clastic rock that has been

subjected to stress relief and weathering (Runkel and others 2003). Nonsystematic frac-

tures and systematic joints are common in outcrops of the Eau Claire in Minnesota and

adjacent parts of Wisconsin, including irregular, sub vertical fractures  a few inches in

width and bedding plane fractures that can be traced tens of feet laterally. The abundance,

size and interconnectivity of these fractures can be expected to diminish with depth of

burial beneath younger bedrock.

Our knowledge of secondary porosity in the Eau Claire Formation in relatively

deeply buried conditions is limited. Runkel and others (2003) suggested that secondary

pores are rare in the Eau Claire where it is overlain by greater than 200 ft of overlying

bedrock. A borehole video of Brooklyn Park Municipal well number 4 (MDH borehole

video library, unique number 203265), which lies within the northwest metro study area,

revealed the presence of a systematic joint with an inch-scale aperture over 300 ft below

the bedrock surface in the Eau Claire formation. The well had been blasted and bailed to

increase productivity-procedures that may have increased the aperture of the joint.

Hydraulic attributes

Discrete interval pump tests of the fine clastic component in the Eau Claire Forma-

tion in Ramsey County, where it is buried by hundreds of feet of younger bedrock,

indicated a horizontal hydraulic conductivity value of less than 10-2 ft. day and vertical

conductivity estimated to be 10-4 ft/day (e.g. Fig 4) (Miller and Delin, 1993). These
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values are consistent with intergranular permeability as the chief control on hydraulic

behavior in such deep bedrock settings. Similar values have been measured in other parts

of SE Minnesota and nearby states, under similarly deep conditions of burial, and are

thus reasonable values for intergranular hydraulic conductivity for the formation in

northwest metro area.

Specific capacity data for the Twin Cities metro area analyzed as part of this investi-

gation demonstrate the hydraulic importance of secondary pores in settings where the Eau

Claire Formation is near the bedrock surface. Wells are constructed to draw water from

the Eau Claire almost exclusively where the formation is within 75 ft of the bedrock

surface, and conductivity for these wells averages 13.7 ft/day (Fig 6). This is within the

typical range of values for coarse clastic units that have a much greater intergranular

permeability than the Eau Claire, such as the Ironton-Galesville and Jordan aquifers, and

therefore support the hypothesis that fracture porosity in the Eau Claire can at least

locally result in moderately high bulk hydraulic conductivity. A water well open to the

Eau Claire Formation near Lake Freemont in the northwest metro area that yields water

largely from two fractures with conductivity’s of tens of feet per day (Fig 9), likely

typifies the circumstances under which the formation produces water to domestic wells

across the northwest metro area.

Hydr ogeologic synthesis

Previous work based on potentiometric data plotted at both local and regional scales

has clearly demonstrated that all or part of the Eau Claire Formation have the ability to

function as a confining unit in relatively deep bedrock conditions (e.g. Miller, 1984,

Delin and Woodward, 1984).  The hydrogeologic character of the Eau Claire Formation

in shallow bedrock conditions is much more complex than in deep conditions as a result

of flow along fractures. The Eau Claire is used as a source of water for over 200 wells in

the CWI database across the  northwest metro and nearby areas (all or parts of Anoka,

Wright, Hennepin, Sherburne, Isanti counties), demonstrating that it can yield moderate

to even large quantities of water, and therefore be properly classified as an aquifer, in

shallow bedrock conditions , particularly where it occurs as uppermost bedrock. Given

the low intergranular permeability of most of the Eau Claire, water in these wells must be

drawn chiefly through fracture networks.

The hydrogeologic attributes of the Eau Claire Formation under shallow bedrock

conditions are in need of a comprehensive, site-specific study. The limited data acquired

to date indicate that it may be analogous to the hydrostratigraphically similar lower

Franconia Formation (described later in this report). If so, the Eau Claire Formation in

shallow bedrock settings probably has a great range in hydraulic conductivity, from 10-2
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ft /day to a few tens of ft/day. Even though it may have moderately high bulk conductiv-

ity values yielded largely through fracture porosity, like the lower Franconia formation it

can at least locally provide confinement in such a setting.

IRONTON AND GALESVILLE SANDSTONES

Hydr ostratigraphic attributes

Matrix porosity

The Ironton and Galesville Sandstones have historically been combined as a single

map unit in southeastern Minnesota because both are dominated by the coarse clastic

component (Figs 5,8). However, this unit can be divided, at least locally, into two sub-

components: a “clean” coarse clastic component and a shaly coarse clastic component

(Runkel 1996a). The latter component contains an appreciable amount of silt and shale as

thin interbeds and as matrix between sand grains and typically occurs in the upper one-

half of Ironton-Galesville Sandstone, an interval corresponding to the uppermost

Galesville and lowermost Ironton lithostratigraphic units.

The clean and shaly coarse clastic components have not been studied in the detail

necessary to quantitatively compare their permeability. Plug samples of the clean coarse

clastic component commonly have a permeability of 102 to 103 md in both a horizontal

and vertical direction (Runkel and others 2003). The shaly component may have a mark-

edly lower permeability, especially in a vertical direction, because of the presence of clay

and silt sized particles filling pore spaces between sand grains and as thin laminations.

Secondary porosity

Where the Ironton-Galesville sandstone occurs  in relatively shallow bedrock condi-

tions, such as where it  subcrops across the northwest metro area, it likely has features

typical of coarse clastic rock that has been subjected to stress relief and weathering

(Runkel and others 2003). Nonsystematic fractures and systematic joints are common in

outcrops of the Ironton-Galesville in Minnesota and adjacent parts of Wisconsin, includ-

ing irregular, systematic joints a few inches in width and bedding plane fractures that can

be traced tens of feet laterally.

The abundance, size and interconnectivity of fractures can be expected to diminish

with depth of burial beneath younger bedrock. Our knowledge of secondary porosity in

conditions where the Ironton-Galesville is buried by tens to hundreds of feet of bedrock
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is limited.  Thin, bedding plane fractures can be seen on video logs of some boreholes,

including a hole in northern Hennepin County (Unique number 676448) but their abun-

dance and lateral extent is not known. An unproven assumption by previous investigators

is that fractures and dissolution features are uncommon in the Ironton-Galesville Sand-

stone in deep bedrock settings and therefore porosity and permeability is determined

chiefly by intergranular attributes.

Hydraulic Attributes

Standard aquifer pump tests and borehole flowmeter data collected under conditions of

pumping and injection indicate that the Ironton-Galesville Sandstone across most of the

northwest metro area, where the aquifer is buried by tens of feet or more of younger

bedrock, has a conductivity that ranges from about 3 to 11 ft/day (Fig 7), values that are

apparently largely a reflection of intergranular permeability. This range is based on tests

from within the study area, and also from other parts of southeastern Minnesota and

nearby parts of southwestern Wisconsin in areas where the aquifer was overlain by

hundreds of feet of younger bedrock (Runkel and others 2003, this study). A particularly

important test of hydraulic conductivity by Miller and Delin (1993) in southern Ramsey

County showed that discrete intervals of the Ironton-Galesville range from about 1.4  ft/

day to as much as 7.5 ft day at the site of the ATES project where the aquifer was buried

by hundreds of feet of younger bedrock (Fig 4). Vertical hydraulic conductivity values

were estimated to be about one-tenth those of horizontal values. The tests by Miller and

Delin (1993) furthermore indicated that an interval dominated by the clean, coarse clastic

component has a horizontal hydraulic conductivity value about 58% greater than an

interval dominated by the shaly, coarse clastic component (Fig.4). Given the relatively

deep setting of these tests, and the relatively small scale of the packer intervals, the

values calculated by Miller and Delin (1993) can be considered a baseline value for

hydraulic conductivity achieved through intergranular permeability.

Borehole flowmeter logs collected in the northwest metro and nearby areas support

the hypothesis that hydraulic conductivity values of a few feet per day are reflective

largely of intergranular flow (e.g. Fig 10). Logs collected under both ambient and

stressed (pumped or injected with water) typically show a flow signature whereby water

entered or exited the Ironton Galesville with a relatively even  distribution across the

coarse clastic component, a characteristic consistent with flow chiefly through inter-

granular pore spaces. At least one borehole flowmeter log (unique number 672729,

appendix), however, showed some evidence for substantial outflow at two narrow inter-
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vals in the Ironton-Galesville, much the same as water that exits boreholes open to

bedding plane fractures  in the upper Franconia or St Lawrence Formations, described

later in this report.

In contrast to the properties described above, where the Ironton Galesville Sandstone

occurs in areas where it is much closer to the bedrock surface, it can be expected to have

a markedly higher bulk conductivity achieved through the contribution of flow through

fractures. Specific capacity data for metro area wells open to  Ironton-Galesville where it

is within 50 ft of the bedrock surface have an average conductivity of about 30 ft/day,

double that of the aquifer where it is more deeply buried by younger bedrock (Fig 6). The

relatively high average conductivity and large number of values greater than those reflec-

tive of intergranular flow demonstrate the importance of flow through fractures in set-

tings where the aquifer subcrops or is only shallowly buried by younger bedrock.

Hydr ogeologic synthesis

The Ironton-Galesville can be treated as a single aquifer in which water moves

chiefly through large, well connected intergranular pore spaces in relatively deep bedrock

settings, providing a bulk conductivity of  3 to 11 ft/day.  The proportion of the shaly

coarse clastic component to the clean coarse clastic component may have a measurable

control on aquifer  productivity, much as the relative abundance of distinct

hydrostratigraphic components within the Jordan Sandstone are know to control its

productivity across southeastern Minnesota (Runkel, 1996b; Runkel and others, 1999;

this report). The relative proportion of these two components in the Ironton-Galesville

Sandstones can be estimated, with some difficulty, through gamma logs and cuttings at

individual well sites.

Fractures play an increasingly important role in the hydraulic behavior of the

Ironton-Galesville with decreasing depth of burial beneath younger bedrock: they provide

the most marked increase in hydraulic conductivity where the aquifer is within 50 ft of

the bedrock surface. In such settings groundwater may move preferentially along hydrau-

lically significant bedding plane fractures that are known to dominate flow systems of

siliciclastic aquifers where they occur in  shallow bedrock conditions  (e.g. Bradbury,

2001;Swanson, 2001; Michalski and Britton, 1997; Morin and others, 1997)
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FRANCONIA FORMATION

Hydr ostratigraphic attributes

Matrix porosity

The Franconia Formation is broadly divisible into two units across the northwest

metro area based on intergranular properties (Figs 5, 11). The bulk of the formation is

composed of the fine clastic component, with subordinate interbeds of carbonate strata.

Thus, the bulk of the Franconia is generally similar to the dominant component of the

Eau Claire Formation in having a relatively low porosity and permeability (Runkel and

others 2003). A second matrix hydrostratigraphic unit, occurring in variable thickness

within the upper one-half of the formation,  consists largely of coarse clastic beds of

relatively high permeability. This latter unit is of sufficient thickness in the northern and

eastern Twin Cities Metropolitan area that it has been defined as a mappable member, the

Mazomanie (Fig. 11). Isopachs of the Mazomanie (Fig 11; and as a delivered digital map

product) indicate that it is 70 ft thick or more in northern Anoka county, and thins to the

south and west across the study area. As a result, in the southern part of the study area

nearly the entire Franconia Formation consists of fine clastic strata with a low intergranu-

lar permeability.

The coarse clastic component in the  Mazomanie member is most commonly moder-

ately cemented by carbonate. This contrasts to the bulk of the coarse clastic component in

other parts of the stratigraphic section (e.g. in the Jordan and St Peter Sandstones), which

are generally more friable. Plug samples of the Mazomanie have a vertical conductivity

that ranges from 10 to 1000 md (Fig 4), as compared to several thousand  md or greater

for the friable coarse clastic component that dominates other stratigraphic intervals such

as the Jordan Sandstone.

Secondary porosity

Relatively detailed, site specific investigations in southeastern Minnesota have

provided excellent documentation of the strong development of nonsystematic and

systematic fractures where the Franconia Formation is at or within a few tens of feet of

the bedrock surface (summarized in Runkel and others 2003).  Our more limited data for

similar settings in the northwest metro area is restricted to a few borehole geophysical

and video logs that  are consistent with the characterization of densely fractured media in

such shallow bedrock settings, regardless of the thickness of overlying drift.
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With progressively deeper bedrock conditions, e.g. where the Franconia Formation is

overlain by tens to hundreds of feet of younger bedrock, the size and abundance second-

ary pores diminishes, as they do in all bedrock formations in southeastern Minnesota.

However, this investigation has revealed that bedding plane fractures with cm- to dm-

scale apertures do occur within specific intervals of  the Franconia Formation regardless

of the depth of  burial beneath younger bedrock. These bedding plane fractures can be

distinguished with difficulty on caliper logs, but because of their relatively narrow aper-

tures are often difficult to discern from  small changes in borehole diameter caused by

drilling and well development processes. They are more reliably revealed on  borehole

videos collected with sideview cameras, and to a lesser degree by acoustic televiewer

logs (e.g. Paillet and others 2000). The videos show that the fractures typically encircle

most or all of the borehole, and have irregular apertures of a few mm to a few cm (Fig

12)

Bedding plane fractures in deep bedrock conditions are apparently most abundant in

the  upper one-half of the Franconia formation, and in the lowermost part within approxi-

mately 10 ft of the top of the Ironton Sandstone (Fig. 13). Borehole video logs show that

the fractures in the upper part of the formation typically occur at recognizable contacts

between facies. A common relationship is one in which bedding plane fractures occur at

the contact between bioturbated, very fine to fine grained sandstone below, and slightly

coarser grained (fine to medium-grained) sandstone above. They similarly occur in the

lowermost part of the formation, as well as within carbonate-dominated strata that also

contain dissolution features.

Hydraulic attributes

The hydraulic properties of the Franconia formation are complex because of its great

variability in hydrostratigraphic properties. Commonly treated as a single, relatively

homogenous hydrogeologic unit, it actually contains regionally extensive, discrete inter-

vals containing abundant bedding plane fractures with very high conductivity. This

variability in the distribution of secondary pores is superimposed upon marked variations

in matrix permeability. The latter includes two distinct units, a coarse clastic and fine

clastic unit that differ from one by orders of magnitude in hydraulic conductivity. Despite

these marked heterogeneity�s, a combination of high quality discrete interval tests to

quantify intergranular hydraulic conductivity (Miller and Delin 1993), standard aquifer

and specific capacity tests that provide bulk conductivity values in variably fractured

settings, and borehole geophysical techniques that allow recognition and quantification of

fracture conductivity  in greatly variable depths of burial and borehole construction, has
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provided a confident characterization of the hydrogeologic attributes of the formation

The work summarized in  Miller and Delin (1993; and references therein) provides

baseline values for hydraulic conductivity achieved through intergranular pore spaces

(Fig 4). Values of horizontal hydraulic conductivity in the fine clastic and the less com-

mon carbonate rock components of the Franconia Formation in deep bedrock conditions

ranges from 10-2 to 10-3 ft/day (Fig. 4). Vertical hydraulic conductivity is roughly two

orders of magnitude less than horizontal hydraulic conductivity. Some 20 ft intervals of

Franconia tested by Miller and Delin (1993) yielded no discharge and must have signifi-

cantly lower hydraulic conductivity values. In marked contrast, coarse clastic beds of the

Mazomanie member  in the upper part of the Franconia yielded moderately high horizon-

tal conductivity values of about 1.4 to 7.5 ft/day and a bulk conductivity of about 2 ft/

day . An intergranular value of 1.8 ft/day based on flowmeter logging during injection

near Andover (unique number 674487, appendix) is consistent with the values derived

from packer testing by Miller and Delin (1993).
Borehole geophysical tests provided critical information on the distribution and

conductivity of bedding plane fractures (Figs 13,14,15). In settings where most or all of

the vertical extent of the Franconia Formation is preserved beneath Quaternary strata or

younger bedrock, hydraulically active fractures are stratigraphically restricted to the

upper one-half of the formation, or in a narrow interval a few feet above the top of the

Ironton Sandstone. Individual fractures have conductivities that range from a few tens of

feet per day to over a thousand feet per day, orders of magnitude greater than the inter-

granular conductivity of even the highly permeable coarse clastic component in the upper

Franconia.  In fact, in all but possibly one borehole that we tested (unique number

674487, appendix) we were unable to induce measurable intergranular flow in the coarse

clastic component of the Franconia Formation under pumping or injection conditions,

even at rates exceeding five gallons per minute, because of the  relatively great conduc-

tivity of the fractures relative to the porous media that hosts them.

Standard aquifer and specific capacity tests of wells open to the upper Franconia

Formation indicate that bulk hydraulic conductivity values typically range from about 2-

30 ft/day (Figs 5, 6, 7). Specific capacity tests of metro area water wells in relatively deep

conditions (with casing that extends to a depth greater than 50 ft below the bedrock

surface) yield “bulk” hydraulic conductivity values for the upper Franconia Formation

that average 16.1 ft/day (Fig 6).  Given the documented dominance of bedding plane

fracture permeability in the formation, and the relatively low intergranular conductivity

values for the coarse clastic component in the upper Franconia, these bulk hydraulic

conductivity values are likely to be  largely a reflection of the cumulative contribution of

yield from individual bedding plane fractures.
The Twin Cities metro area specific capacity values for Franconia wells open to
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shallower bedrock conditions have a much greater range and  are on average double those

of wells cased to deeper levels beneath the bedrock surface (Fig 6), reflecting the in-

creased abundance, aperture size, and connectivity of fractures. In these settings the

Franconia Formation in the northwest metro area is likely analogous to its properties

where it subcrops and outcrops near the Mississippi River, where the enhanced develop-

ment of fracture networks results in markedly variable and more unpredictable behavior

compared to deeper conditions of burial. For example,  a site specific investigation

where the Franconia Formation near Red Wing measured hydraulic conductivity values

of the fine clastic component that ranged over four orders of magnitude, from 10-2 ft/day

to as much as 85 ft day (Wenck and Associates, 1997). Such a large range in values

reflects the variable size and degree of connectivity of fractures across the site.

Flowmeter logging of an injected well open to the Franconia Formation where it is

deeply incised by a bedrock valley in Anoka county (Figure 16) indicated that a single

fracture in the lower part of the Formation had a conductivity of about 90 ft/day. This

stratigraphic interval of the Franconia is not known to contain hydraulic fractures under

deeper conditions of burial beneath younger bedrock. The presence of this hydraulic

fracture is therefore consistent with the hypothesis by Runkel and others (2003) that all

Paleozoic bedrock, even confining units composed largely of shale, contain hydraulically

active fractures in conditions where they are at or very close to the bedrock surface.

Hydr ogeologic synthesis

The results of this investigation indicate the attributes of the Franconia Formation in

the northwest metro area are generally consistent with those described by Runkel and

others (2003) for the formation at a larger scale across the Twin Cities metro area.  How-

ever, their depiction of the hydrogeologic properties is substantially modified by the  new

insights gleaned from this investigation about the great importance of fracture flow

within the formation. The Franconia Formation is divisible into two distinct

hydrogeologic units in the northwest metro area (Figs 5, 13): an upper one-half  of the

Franconia that is a moderately to highly productive aquifer that yields water through

bedding plane fractures, and to a lesser degree through intergranular pore spaces in the

coarse clastic component. In contrast the middle to lower Franconia Fm is analogous to

other low  permeability fine clastic units described in this report, such as the Eau Claire

Formation, and serves as a regionally extensive confining unit above the Ironton-

Galesville aquifer.

The confining properties of the lower one-half of the Franconia Formation were

described in detail in Runkel and others (2003). They include evidence within and outside

of the northwest metro for separation of measurably different hydraulic heads above and
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below the lower Franconia, even in shallow bedrock conditions, where the interval may

yield economic quantities of water along bedding plane fractures. The borehole flowme-

ter logs collected in the northwest metro area are consistent with this observation: Every

hole that fully penetrated the lower Franconia confining unit had measurable, commonly

strong (gallons/minute), ambient flow that traveled from the upper Franconia aquifer

downhole to the Ironton Galesville aquifer (e.g. Fig 14). Such flow occurs only when two

aquifers and an intervening confining unit are penetrated in an open borehole (Fig 3). The

relatively strong ambient flow that bypasses the middle and lower Franconia Formation,

without significant contribution or subtraction of flow, is evidence that this part of the

formation is of sufficiently low vertical conductivity to serve as a confining unit. Simi-

larly, the comprehensive borehole geophysical study of a water well near Savage Minne-

sota (Paillet and others, 2000; this study) yielded information about the relationship

between hydrostratigraphic character and groundwater hydraulics in the lower part of the

Franconia Formation and subjacent Ironton-Galesville Sandstone (Fig. 10). Flowmeter

logs across 150 ft of open hole that exposes the upper Eau Claire through lower

Franconia formations indicated that all of the borehole outflow during injection occurred

through intergranular pore spaces in the Ironton-Galesville Sandstones and to a much

lesser degree through a four foot interval within the lowermost part of the Franconia

Formation. In contrast, the open-hole intervals that intersect fine clastic strata, which are

the dominant component of both the Eau Claire and lower Franconia formations, had no

measurable outflow.

The upper Franconia Formation differs substantially from the lower part. The coarse

clastic component, which can yield moderate quantities of water through intergranular

pore spaces, is restricted the upper one-half of the formation in the northwest metro area.

More importantly the upper Franconia contains hydraulically active bedding plane frac-

tures regardless of depth of burial beneath younger bedrock in the northwest metro area.

Although coarse clastic strata and bedding plane fractures individually have sufficient

conductivities to by themselves be considered aquifers, our borehole logs indicate that the

fractures dominate the hydraulic activity in individual boreholes (e.g. Figs 14,15). The

dominance of fractures over intergranular permeability is additionally supported by

specific capacity data that show no clear correlation between well yield or hydraulic

conductivity to the thickness of the coarse clastic dominated Mazomanie member (Fig

17). Wells that are open to the Franconia Formation where the Mazomanie is relatively

thin or absent are on average just as productive as wells open to where the Mazomanie is

tens of feet thick.

Data from outside the northwest metro area suggest that the characterization de-

scribed above may be applicable at a much larger, regional scale to the Franconia Forma-

tion. The Franconia Formation has recently been studied in southeastern Wisconsin where
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it shows a similarly  large range in conductivity (Swanson, 2001). It is composed of

interbedded fine and coarse clastic strata in that area, and the bulk of the formation has an

average conductivity of about 3 ft/day. Groundwater flows preferentially along thin (<5ft)

bedding plane parallel intervals that average 220 ft/day in conductivity. These intervals

appear to be laterally continuous across an entire watershed that exceeds 10 square miles

(Swanson, 2001). Field observations suggest that the coarse clastic strata of the

Mazomanie member  may also  be dominated by fracture flow in shallow bedrock condi-

tions. Bluff-side springs along the St Croix River are emitted from bedding plane frac-

tures in the Mazomanie, best exemplified by the well-known “Boomsite” spring in the

north end of Stillwater (Fig 13) (E.C. Alexander, Jr., unpublished database of springs in

southeastern Minnesota) . This is consistent with the observations in southeastern Wis-

consin and in the northwest metro area, where a few discrete intervals of preferential flow

supply most of the yield to water wells and to springs. South of the Twin Cities Metro

area secondary  pore networks parallel to  bedding planes are particularly common in the

carbonate-rich lower part of the Franconia in Minnesota, and are a principal water source

for  bluffside springs along the Mississippi River (E.C. Alexander Jr. unpublished data-

base of springs in southeastern Minnesota; Runkel, 1996a; Runkel and Tipping, 1998).

The extreme hydrostratigraphic and hydraulic variability within the Franconia

Formation,  and the ability of its lower half to serve as a confining unit, even in areas

where the formation can yield economic quantities of water, should be a consideration in

groundwater management practices. The thickness and aerial extent of the fine clastic

component of the Franconia that provides confinement is equal to or greater than that of

most other historically recognized confining units in southeastern Minnesota. Addition-

ally, the increasingly recognized importance of preferential flow along bedding-plane

fractures has significant implications for predicting well yields, and groundwater paths

and travel times. Given the relatively low yields that the coarse clastic strata can produce

through intergranular pore spaces,  moderate to highly  productive domestic and munici-

pal wells are possible only because of the capability of this fracture system to yield water.

Travel times of groundwater will be orders of magnitude higher along bedding plane

fractures as compared to flow through intergranular pore space (cf Bradbury and others,

2002) .
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ST LAWRENCE FORMATION

Hydr ostratigraphic attributes

Matrix porosity

The St Lawrence Formation consists of interbeds of the fine clastic and carbonate

rock components. Across the northwest metro area it is dominated by the carbonate rock

component in its lower part, and by fine clastic strata in its upper part (Figs 5,13). Indi-

vidual shale beds in the St Lawrence as much as several inches thick are common. Verti-

cal permeability measured in plug samples of the carbonate and fine clastic components

is low to very low, commonly ranging from 10-2 to 10-6 md.

Secondary porosity

In areas where the St Lawrence Formation subcrops or lies beneath only a few tens

of feet of younger bedrock in the northwest metro area it should be expected to have

abundant dissolution features as well as systematic and nonsystematic fractures. Runkel

and others (2003) demonstrated that the formation is densely fractured and locally dis-

solved in such settings across southeastern Minnesota, and caliper logs from the north-

west metro area (e.g. Fig 15) support this hypothesis.  Although secondary pore develop-

ment decreases with increasing depth of burial beneath younger bedrock, borehole geo-

physical data collected for this and previous (Runkel and others 2003) investigations

demonstrate that dissolution cavities and bedding plane fractures do occur even where the

formation is overlain by hundreds of feet of bedrock. Dissolution cavities are as large as

two inches, and typically elongate in a direction parallel to bedding. The pores exhibit

features typical of hydraulic pores, including oxidation and deposits of minerals such as

pyrite and calcite.

Hydraulic attributes

The bulk vertical hydraulic conductivity of the St Lawrence Formation was calcu-

lated at 10-4 to 10-5 ft day based on pump tests and thermal profile data as part of the

ATES study, where the formation is overlain by hundreds of feet of younger bedrock

(Kanivetsky, 1989). Individual shale beds may have a vertical hydraulic conductivity as
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low as 10-7 ft/day (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). Bulk horizontal conductivity was not

calculated as part of the ATES project, but a single packer test of a discrete interval in the

lower part of the St Lawrence that contains dissolution cavities indicated a conductivity

for that part of the formation of 6.7 ft/day (Fig. 4), a moderately high value analogous to

the conductivity measured in the coarse clastic component in deep bedrock settings.

Bedding plane fractures in wells near Greenfield, and Watertown in the northwest metro

area had conductivity’s of 17 and 29 ft/day (Fig. 7) .

Conductivity calculated from specific capacity data for wells that draw water from

the St Lawrence Formation in the metro area average 11.9 ft/day at sites where at least 50

ft of bedrock is cased off (Fig 6). Conductivity of wells open to the St Lawrence within

50 ft of the bedrock surface average 26.8 ft/day, more than double that of the wells open

only to deeper conditions of burial. Yield to all of these wells must occur chiefly through

bedding-plane dissolution cavities, considering the low to very low intergranular perme-

ability of the fine clastic and carbonate rock components that compose the St Lawrence.

Information from an ongoing site-remediation project near Blaine, Minnesota is

perhaps characteristic of the properties of the St Lawrence Formation elsewhere in the

northwest metro area where it is at or near the bedrock surface. At Blaine, pump tests that

indicate a range in specific capacity of over four orders of magnitude, with values as high

as 294 gpm/ft (Blaine Municipal Well Field State Superfund Site; Hans Neve, MPCA,

personal communication, 2001). These markedly variable values are typical of aquifers

with low matrix permeability in which water travels chiefly through secondary pores.

Hydr ogeologic synthesis

Across most of the northwest metro area the St Lawrence Formation is best charac-

terized as a interval that has a low bulk conductivity in vertical direction, and can there-

fore potentially serve as a confining unit. Published potentiometric maps (e.g. Delin and

Woodward, 1984) cannot be used to test the effectiveness and the extent of the St

Lawrence Formation by itself to function as a confining unit because water levels in the

upper part of the Franconia Formation are not plotted separately from those in the

Ironton-Galesville and Jordan aquifers. Bulk horizontal conductivity of the St Lawrence

is apparently as much as four or five orders of magnitude greater than greater than verti-

cal conductivity, based on the moderately high values measured with discrete interval

packer and specific capacity tests and therefore even though the St Lawrence can serve as

a confining unit discrete intervals with interconnected secondary pores can yield moder-

ate to large quantities of water. Borehole geophysical logs of holes open to part of the St

Lawrence in the northwest metro area clearly demonstrate the occurrence of highly

conductive bedding plane-parallel secondary pores, even in relatively deep settings where

it is buried by over a hundred feet of younger bedrock.  At some sites, such conduits in
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the St Lawrence could potentially be of equal or greater importance in contributing to

well yield as the contribution from the underlying Franconia Formation.

Where the  St Lawrence Formation occurs at or within a few tens of feet of the

bedrock surface its properties are apparently most analogous to younger carbonate rock

layers generally considered to be karstic aquifers in southeastern Minnesota, containing

solution enlarged horizontal and vertical fractures, vuggy dissolution cavities, and or-

thogonal joints that may be part of a regional network. In fact, it  was recently classified

as an aquifer in Rice County where it occurs as uppermost bedrock across a large part of

the county (Campion, 1997). Over 100 wells in the CWI database draw water from the St

Lawrence in shallow bedrock conditions across the northwest metro and nearby areas

(parts of Anoka, Hennepin, Isanti, Sherburne, and Wright Counties), commonly con-

structed in areas where the underlying Franconia Formation is dominated by the fine

clastic component and therefore has poor yields.

 The relative effectiveness of the St Lawrence Formation to provide confinement in

shallow bedrock conditions needs to be evaluated. It has never been demonstrated to act

as a confining unit across a significant geographic extent where it occurs as uppermost

bedrock and is known to have a high bulk conductivity. An unpublished investigation

conducted by the MDH in Blue Earth, Nicollet, and LeSueur Counties measured differ-

ences in water chemistry above and below the St Lawrence locally where it occurs in

shallow bedrock conditions, suggesting that some part(s) may provide confinement even

where it is commonly used as an aquifer.  Thus, discrete intervals with minimal develop-

ment of secondary pores can at least locally provide confinement if they are laterally

extensive, whereas other intervals with a greater abundance of interconnected fractures

and dissolution features are of high enough conductivity to supply moderate to large

quantities of water in saturated conditions.

DISCUSSION: CLASSIFICATION AND PROPERTIES OF AQUIFERS AND

CONFINING UNITS

Our classification of aquifers and confining units in the Cambrian section across the

northwest metro area (Fig. 5) is based on hydraulic data interpreted within the context of

a hydrostratigraphic framework that depicts the distribution of porosity and permeability

in the Paleozoic bedrock. It therefore provides a more realistic depiction of aquifers and

confining units in a variety of geologic settings than previous classifications, and more

accurately characterizes the hydraulic properties of each of these hydrogeologic units at

varying conditions of  burial.

Our classification is based on the criteria outlined by Runkel and others (2003) who

followed standard conventions in the use of the terms aquifer and confining unit (e.g.
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Fetter, 1988; Federal Glossary of Selected Terms, 1989). An aquifer is a body of rock that

is sufficiently permeable to yield economic quantities of water to wells and springs. A

confining unit is a body of rock of relatively low permeability that is stratigraphically

adjacent to one or more aquifers. The standard definitions of “aquifer” and “confining

unit” are not entirely mutually exclusive-for example bodies of rock that can yield eco-

nomic quantities of water through bedding-plane parallel fractures can be of sufficiently

low vertical conductivity to hydraulically confine an underlying aquifer. The St Lawrence

confining unit in the northwest metro area is such an example. The first step in our

classification of hydrogeologic units therefore was to delineate major confining units in

deep bedrock conditions, where secondary pores are relatively diminished. The “major”

confining units we recognize, the Eau Claire, lower Franconia, and St Lawrence, are

regionally extensive, relatively thick intervals of fine clastic and carbonate rock that have

been demonstrated to be of sufficiently low bulk vertical conductivity to provide confine-

ment under particular conditions of hydraulic stress, and where they are not breached by

vertical fractures. They meet all of the standard criteria characteristic of confining units

(e.g. Fetter, 1988; USGS Glossary of Selected Terms, 1989) such as having a vertical

conductivity of less than 10-2 ft day. Furthermore each of our regional confining units has

been demonstrated by Runkel and others (2003) to hydraulically separate aquifers with

differential static heads in southeastern Minnesota.

The aquifers we define in the northwest metro area are the bodies of rock dominated

by coarse clastic strata or that contain abundant secondary pores that are known to yield

moderate to large volumes of water in deep bedrock settings. Coarse clastic-dominated

aquifers (upper Mt Simon, lower Mt Simon, and Ironton Galesville) typically have a

horizontal conductivity achieved through intergranular pore spaces of  between two and

15 ft/day in deep bedrock conditions. The fracture dominate upper Franconia aquifer  can

be expected to be more variable in conductivity and consists internally of relatively

narrow intervals of high to very high conductivity (tens to thousands of ft/day) separated

by thick intervals of coarse clastic strata with a moderate conductivity of a few ft/day

where they occur in the Mazomanie member, or elsewhere by fine clastic strata with

markedly lower intergranular conductivity. Bulk conductivity for the upper Franconia

aquifer ranges from about 2 to 25 ft/day.
The upper Franconia aquifer is best characterized as a fractured rock aquifer whereby

groundwater is recharged chiefly through vertical fractures and transported laterally

through an interconnected system bedding plane parallel secondary pores with high

conductivity (Fig 5). These preferential intervals of flow are separated from one-another

by blocks with substantially lower conductivity reflective of  the matrix permeability.

Flow paths in such conditions are regarded as less predictable than in porous media

aquifers, and flow speeds have been documented to be far faster than those calculated on
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the assumption of intergranular flow only.

The regional scale at which we have defined our aquifers and confining units results

in a generalized classification in which some individual hydrogeologic units are inter-

nally variable in hydrostratigraphic and hydraulic properties. For example, the St

Lawrence confining unit  internally contains discrete, bedding-plane parallel intervals of

secondary pores or coarse clastic interbeds that have moderate to even high conductivity.

Conversely, some aquifers we have defined at regional scale are known to contain inter-

nal confining units, such as fine clastic beds in the upper Mt Simon aquifer and fine

clastic strata that separate bedding plane fractures in the upper Franconia aquifer. Our

limited understanding of the lateral distribution of these heterogeneity’s prevents us from

depicting them in detail at regional scale.
Regional scale characterization of aquifers and confining units in shallow bedrock

conditions is difficult because of the ubiquitous presence of fractures, relatively great

abundance of dissolution features, and the limited number of comprehensive groundwater

studies conducted in such settings in Minnesota. For example, the bulk hydraulic conduc-

tivity of the aquifers defined in this report is on average doubled in settings where they

are within about 50 feet of the bedrock surface. Yet on a local scale conductivity in such

settings  will prove to be widely variable and unpredictable, with an individual aquifer at

some sites having bulk values similar to those in deeper conditions of burial, and the

same aquifer at nearby sites with markedly higher values. Aquifers in shallow settings

will likely transmit the greatest volumes of groundwater through conduit  networks

regardless of their dominant matrix component.

The properties of confining units in shallow settings are likewise highly variable and

difficult to predict.  All of the confining units we recognize in deep conditions of burial

have been demonstrated to locally have moderate to high bulk conductivities in shallow

bedrock settings. More importantly, it has been clearly shown that such confining units

elsewhere southeastern Minnesota are in places hydraulically breached by fractures and

dissolution features where they occur close to the bedrock surface (Runkel and others

2003). On the other hand parts of some confining units, such as the fine clastic strata in

the Franconia Formation, have been demonstrated to indeed provide confinement at some

scale in shallow bedrock conditions even though elsewhere they may be breached verti-

cally by fractures.. With consideration of these complexities, we have tentatively applied

a single hydrogeologic classification of aquifers and confining units for both shallow and

deep bedrock conditions. Although each of the confining units have the potential to

provide hydraulic separation, at some scale, in shallow bedrock conditions, the relative

effectiveness and scale at which they can do so is practically untested in southeastern

Minnesota.  Therefore as a practical matter for environmental investigations the ability of

these confining units to provide hydraulic separation in shallow bedrock conditions has to
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be established at individual sites –it cannot be assumed.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL WORK

Our synthesis of the hydrogeologic attributes of the Cambrian strata in the northwest

metro area  has brought to our attention a number of topics that warrant further investiga-

tion. For example, among the major aquifers we have defined, the upper and lower Mt.

Simon are relatively poorly characterized. In addition, virtually all of the confining units

need to be rigorously tested in  shallow bedrock settings to adequately  determine to what

degree fractures and dissolution features compromise their inferred confining capability.

The presence, abundance, and hydraulic significance of  systematic joints and bed-

ding plane fractures in relatively deep bedrock conditions is a topic that is  particularly

poorly understood. Hydraulically active bedding plane fractures clearly are present

regardless of depth of burial in the St Lawrence and upper Franconia formation, but their

abundance and importance in other units is uncertain because of limited data.  These

features, as well as vertical fractures, may play a major role in basin-scale hydraulics

even at great depths of burial beneath younger bedrock. Researchers are encouraged to

analyze both new and existing data in the context of our new hydrogeologic framework to

further its development. Recently developed borehole geophysical techniques such as

flowmeter, video, caliper and acoustic televiewer logs have proven to be particularly

useful for recognition of major groundwater conduits and low permeability confining

units in subsurface conditions at both a local and regional scale.

Environmental management should take into consideration the fact that flow in some

aquifers and confining units occurs chiefly along discrete intervals of high conductivity

such as bedding plane fractures. Such flow is increasingly recognized to be great impor-

tance in aquifers and confining units that were formerly treated as more or less homog-

enous bodies  (e.g. Gianniny and others,  1996; Swanson, 2001; Michalski, and Britton,

1997; Morin and others 1997; Runkel and others 2003). Prior to recognition of preferen-

tial flow paths,  conductivity for such units was commonly calculated on the basis of

standard aquifer tests and with the assumption that the entire thickness of a

hydrogeologic unit contributes equally to a borehole. Travel times of groundwater calcu-

lated under such an assumption are known to be orders of magnitude too slow (e.g.

Bradbury and others 2000). Wellhead protection plans and other environmental manage-

ment strategies in which groundwater travel times are of critical importance should take

this into consideration.

Potentiometric and water chemistry maps should  be constructed within the context

of the hydrogeologic  framework presented in this report. Existing regional scale maps

are of limited value because they were constructed at scales that lead to small but poten-
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tially important head differences to go unrecognized, were developed under the incorrect

premise that lithostratigraphic units directly correspond to hydrogeological units, and that

apparent similarities in static water levels in adjacent units by itself demonstrates hydrau-

lic connection. Furthermore, previously published potentiometric maps are based in part

on measurements of static water levels in boreholes that we now know expose multiple

aquifers and confining units.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1. A) Twin Cities Metro area showing the distribution of Cambrian and Ordovician strata  where they

occur as the uppermost bedrock , and locations of boreholes with flowmeter logs included in this

report.  Box outlines approximate extent of the �northwest metro area� that was a focus of this

investigation.  Line of section, A-A�, for cross sections in figure 1B) and in  Figure 5 is also shown.

The comprehensive hydrogeologic characterization of the Eau Claire through lower St. Lawrence

Formations as part of the Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage Project (ATES Project; Miller and Delin,

1993)was conducted at A�,  in southwestern Ramsey County.

B) Cross-section highlighting Paleozoic bedrock from the extreme northwestern part of the Twin

Cities Metropolitan area southeast to the central metro area. Section shows fundamental lithic

components, lithostratigraphic units, and known distribution of fractures and dissolution cavities in

the Paleozoic section (see Fig. 1A for the location of cross-section).  CMTS�Mt. Simon Sandstone;

CECR�Eau Claire Formation; CIGL�Ironton�Galesville Sandstone; CFRN�Franconia Formation; CSTL�St.

Lawrence Formation; CJDN�Jordan Sandstone; OPDC�Prairie du Chien Group; OSTP�St. Peter Sandstone;

OGWD�Glenwood  Formation; OPVL�Platteville Formation; ODCR�Decorah Shale

Figure 2.  Standard bedrock stratigraphic column showing Paleozoic lithostratigraphic units of the northwest

metro and nearby areas,  and typical gamma log.  Modified from Mossler (1987).  Hydrogeologic

features are depicted in Figure 5.

Figure 3. Explanation of borehole flowmeter logging techniques used in this study. A) through D) are sche-

matic depictions of  various hydrogeologic settings, the corresponding flow conditions in boreholes

that penetrate  rocks in these settings, and the flowmeter logs that record the flow. Flowmeter logs

are a depiction of vertical water movement in a borehole: positive values on the logs correspond to

flow up a borehole, negative values correspond to flow down a borehole, and zero represents no

measurable flow. Ambient borehole flow in a vertical direction is driven by vertical hydraulic

gradient. In A) flowmeter logging records no vertical borehole flow because the open borehole

exposes only a single aquifer with no vertical gradient. Example B) also shows a situation with no

vertical flow in a borehole, even though the hole fully penetrates a confining unit, because the

aquifers above and below the confining unit have similar heads. Examples C) and D) show vertical

flow that occurs in a borehole that intersects two (intergranular) aquifers with heads that differ from

one another. E) through G) are more complex examples of flowmeter logs, similar to many of those

collected in the northwest metro area.

 Trolling flowmeter logs are a continuous record of flow measured as the probe is raised at 10 fpm

up the borehole. Stationary logs show a series of flow measurements taken at various depths in the

borehole with the probe stopped, or �stationary�.  These two kinds of flowmeter logs are used in

conjunction with geophysical logs that measure physical rock properties (e.g. gamma, caliper) to
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interpret flow conditions in the borehole, shown graphically as an �interpretation line� on the

stationary logs. In examples E) through G) changes in magnitude of flow along the interpretation

line mark permeable intervals through which water enters (inflow) or exits (outflow) the borehole.

Abrupt changes in magnitude correspond to relatively thin intervals of  hydraulically active second-

ary pores, most commonly bedding plane fractures;  gradual changes correspond to intervals where

intergranular flow is dominant. The beds  that separate these hydraulically active intervals are of

relatively low permeability and can be considered confining units at the scale of the immediate

vicinity of the borehole. The confining units that directly separate an entrance from an exit maintain

differential heads above and below them, which drives ambient borehole flow. Confining units that

separate successive entrances or exits along a borehole may or may not have heads that differ from

one another.

E) also provides an example of flowmeter logging under stressed conditions. The borehole was

injected with water at a rate of 9 gpm. The relative transmissivity of the two permeable intervals

that accommodate the injected water is quantified  to the right of the column following the proce-

dure described by Paillet and others (2000).

Figure 4 Hydrostratigraphic and hydraulic attributes for the Eau Claire through St. Lawrence Formations in a

deep bedrock setting at the ATES Project site in Ramsey County.  Plug tests of porosity and

permeability characterize the small-scale matrix hydrostratigraphic attributes.  Visual examination

of core provides information on the distribution and character of macroscopic secondary pores.

Discrete interval packer tests measure the hydraulic performance of the hydrostratigraphic compo-

nents.  Note that plug-scale permeability values positively correlate with hydraulic conductivity

where secondary pores are absent or rare. The conductivity values for the Eau Claire Formation,

Ironton-Galesville Sandstones, and Franconia Formation are therefore considered largely or entirely

representative of intergranular permeability at this site.   Fine clastic and carbonate rock compo-

nents that test at relatively low permeability have a correspondingly low conductivity except in the

lower part of the St. Lawrence Formation where dissolution cavities are present.  Based on data in

Walton and others (1991), Miller and Delin (1993), and core logging as part of this investigation.

Figure 5. Cross-section highlighting Paleozoic bedrock from the extreme northwestern part of the Twin Cities

Metropolitan area southeast to the central metro area. Section shows the fundamental matrix

hydrostratigraphic components as well as the known distribution of fractures and dissolution

cavities, and the classification of aquifers and confining units (see Fig. 1 for the location of cross-

section).  The fractures shown on this cross section represent hydraulic fractures: those known to

readily transmit water. Note that all  Paleozoic bedrock has a relatively great abundance of fractures

where it is near the bedrock surface. Additionally, the  upper Franconia Aquifer and  the St

Lawrence confining unit contain  bedding plane fractures regardless of depth of burial beneath

younger bedrock.
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In shallow bedrock conditions ground-water flow may occur dominantly in fractures and dissolution

features. The hydraulic conductivity of both aquifers and confining units is markedly enhanced in

these settings.

The regional scale of this framework requires generalizations in our classification of hydrogeologic

units that obscure potentially important heterogeneity�s.  For example, some aquifers on the cross-

section contain fine clastic strata or tight carbonate rock that can provide confinement.  Conversely,

some confining units contain discrete horizons with abundant dissolution cavities that can have

moderate to high hydraulic conductivity.

CMTS�Mt. Simon Sandstone; CECR�Eau Claire Formation; CIGL�Ironton�Galesville Sand-

stone; CFRN�Franconia Formation; CSTL�St. Lawrence Formation; CJDN�Jordan Sandstone;

OPDC�Prairie du Chien Group; OSTP�St. Peter Sandstone; OGWD�Glenwood  Formation;

OPVL�Platteville Formation; ODCR�Decorah Shale

Figure 6 Hydraulic conductivity data for 2987 wells open only to Paleozoic bedrock in the Twin Cities

Metropolitan area.  Calculated from specific capacity tests in the County Well Index database.  For

each unit from the Mt Simon Sandstone through the St Lawrence Formation a scatter plot shows the

relationship between the depth of the open-hole interval below the bedrock surface and hydraulic

conductivity.  Shallower wells, those with open holes relatively close to the bedrock surface,  tend

to have higher conductivity, particularly where they are open to the upper 50 ft of  bedrock. Average

hydraulic conductivity for �shallow� and �deep� bedrock conditions is given below each scatter

plot. Summary of raw data is to the right of each scatter plot.

Figure 7.  Generalized stratigraphic column of a portion of the Paleozoic strata in the northwest metro area showing

matrix hydrostratigraphic components, regionally extensive bedding plane fractures, selected hydraulic data

compiled for MGS RI61 and selected data from this report.  Figure is not to scale.  Hydraulic data compiled for

this study are shown in italics. Those reported by Runkel and others (2003) are in plain font. Numbers in

parentheses are from the following:

1. Borehole flowmeter logging and pumping

a. Andover (unique number 674487) Anoka County (Beberg Landscaping)

b. Anoka Landfill (unique number 409577) Anoka County.  Estimate based on radial flow to a well, zone of

influence 10 feet.

c. Lake Freemont (unique number 674490) Sherburne County.  Estimate based on radial flow to a well, zone

of influence 20 feet. (Superior Jetting)

d. Watertown (unique number 658174) Estimate based on radial flow to a well, zone of influence 20 feet.

e. Greenfield (unique number 658157) Hennepin County

f. Chaska (unique number 674316) Carver County (Chaska test well 3)

2. Borehole flowmeter logging and injection
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a. Savage (unique number 593579) Scott County.  Estimate based on radial flow flow to a well, zone of

influence 20 feet.

b. Ramsey  (unique number 676430) Anoka County

c. Coon Rapids (unique number 165573) Anoka County

d. Coon Rapids (unique number 665725) Anoka County

3. Standard aquifer test of Andover municipal well 3 ( unique number 431683) Anoka County.

4. Standard aquifer test of Fridley city well 5 (unique number 206675) Anoka County.

5. Standard aquifer test of Chaska test well 4 (unique number 674317) Carver County by Bonestroo and

Associates.

6. Standard aquifer test of Chaska test well 3 (unique number 674316) Carver County by Bonestroo and

Associates.

7. Standard aquifer test of St. Louis Park well 11, Hennepin County, included in USGS � DNR aquifer proper-

ties spreadsheet, source USGS.

8.a  Standard aquifer test of Watertown test well (unique number 658174) Hennepin County, Minnesota

Department of Health.

8.b Standard aquifer test of Watertown municipal well 4 (unique number 674059) Hennepin County, Minne-

sota Department of Health.

9. Standard aquifer test of Carver observation well (unique number 657345) Carver County, source Bonestroo

and Associates.

10. Standard aquifer test of Carver test well (unique number 657344) Carver County,  source Bonestroo and

Associates.

11. Standard aquifer test of Greenfield test well (unique number 658157)Hennepin County,  Minnesota

Department of Health

12. Standard aquifer test of Greenfield city well 1(unique number 659878) Hennepin County,  Minnesota

Department of Health

13. Elk River test well 8  (unique number 674496) Sherburne County, calculated from specific capacity data.

14. Standard aquifer test of Dayton test well 3 (unique number 593603) Hennepin County, time-drawdown

data from E.H. Renner and Sons.

15. Standard aquifer test of Big Lake well 4 and test well 4 (unique numbers 523954 and 523955) Sherburne

County, time-drawdown data from E.H. Renner and Sons.

16. Standard aquifer test of Rogers 6 and test well 6 (unique numbers 664853, and 255698) Sherburne County,

time-drawdown data from Mark J. Traut Wells.

17. Discrete interval packer tests and other techniques at the Aquifer Thermal Energy Storage (ATES) Project

in southwestern Ramsey County (Miller and Delin, 1993, and references within)

18. Discrete interval packer tests and thermal profiling at the ATES Project site in southwestern Ramsey County

by Kanivetsky (1989).

19. Values from southeastern Minnesota reported by Runkel and others (2003)
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20. Values from southeastern Minnesota, Wisconsin, and Illinois reported by Runkel and others (2003)

Cstl—St. Lawrence Formation; Cfrn—Franconia Formation; Cigl—Ironton–Galesville Sandstone;

Cecr—Eau Claire Formation; Cmts—Mt. Simon Sandstone

Figure 8. Hydrostratigraphic attributes of the Mt. Simon Sandstone and representative natural gamma logs

across the northwest metro area.  Note that although the Mt. Simon Sandstone consists chiefly of

coarse clastic strata, it also contains substantially thick intervals dominated by the fine clastic

component, particularly in its upper part.  Such interbeds were determined to be of low conductivity

and have the ability to provide confinement in other parts of southeastern Minnesota (Runkel and

others 2003).  Inset shows location of gamma logs across the northwest metro area.

Figure 9.  Borehole geophysical logs of water well open to the fine clastic component of the Eau Claire

Formation near Lake Fremont, Minnesota. Borehole hydraulics are dominated by discrete fracturs

in the fine clastic beds of the upper Eau Claire. Yield to water wells constructed to draw water from

the Eau Claire Formation in the northwest metro area is accommodated through such fracture

porosity. Flowmeter data were collected while trolling up at 10 feet per minute under ambient

conditions as well as while the hole was pumped at 1.5 gal/min, and also with the tool stationary at

various depths under the same conditions.

Figure 10 Borehole geophysical logs of water well open to the fine clastic component of the lower Franconia

Formation and the coarse clastic Ironton-Galesville sandstone near Savage, Minnesota. The

signature of the interpretation line for the flowmeter station measurements during injection demon-

strates that the Ironton and Galesville Sandstones accept nearly all of the injected water, together

having the properties of an aquifer. In contrast, injected water largely bypasses the overlying lower

to middle Franconia Formation strata, which  serve as a confining unit. Note also that the gradual

decrease in downhole flow across the Ironton-Galesville is consistent with outflow through inter-

granular pore spaces. Flowmeter data were collected while trolling up at 10 feet per minute during

injection and ambient conditions, and also with the tool stationary at various depths under ambient

and injection conditions.

Figure 11. Matrix hydrostratigraphic attributes of the Franconia Formation across the northwest metro area

showing the distribution of coarse clastic, fine clastic and carbonate rock components.  Figure is

based on natural gamma logs (shown) and cuttings. Inset shows location of gamma logs on the

cross-section and contoured thickness of the coarse clastic dominated  Mazomanie Member of the

upper Franconia Formation.
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Figure 12. Typical bedding plane fracture in coarse clastic strata of the upper Franconia Formation. Photo in A)

is a downhole view, B) sidehole view. Note that the fracture parallels bedding (horizontal at this site).

Light particles within the aperture in photo B) are suspended particles that were exiting the hole in

what appeared to be a turbulent fashion on the borehole video. Photos are from a borehole video of a

water well in northern Hennepin County (unique number 676448) supplied by Patrick Sarafolean of

the Minnesota Department of Health.

Figure 13. Schematic cross section highlighting the distribution of bedding plane fractures in the St Lawrence and

upper Franconia Formation across the western and northwestern metro area.  Fractures that intersect

the vertical lines depicting the open hole intervals were recognized as hydraulically active using bore-

hole flowmeter logging techniques.  Note that hydraulically active fractures are preferentially located

in the lower St Lawrence, and upper one-half of the Franconia formations, and in the lowermost few

feet of the Franconia. These fractures dominate borehole hydraulics. Location of boreholes shown in

figure 1. Complete results of the geophysical logging for each of these holes are available in the

appendix, and as figures (Figs 10, 14, 15, 16) in the body of the report. Information on springs along

the St Croix River was provided by Scott Alexander and E.C. Alexander, Jr., of the University of

Minnesota Department of Geology and Geophysics.

Figure 14. Borehole geophysical logs of a stratigraphic test hole near Chaska, Minnesota.  Trolling (at 10 feet per

minute) and stationary flowmeter logs indicate that bedding-plane fractures in the upper part of the

Franconia Formation  yield water that travels down the borehole at a minimum rate of several gallons

per minute under ambient conditions.  This downflow exits the hole gradually, in intergranular fash-

ion, in the Ironton�Galesville Sandstone.  The intervening middle to lower Franconia Formation serves

as a confining unit. Logging while the borehole was pumped at four gallons per minute allowed us to

calculate the hydraulic conductivity of individual fractures in the upper Franconia, and of the inter-

granular Ironton-Galesville, as shown.

Figure 15 Borehole geophysical logs of a stratigraphic test hole near Greenfield, Minnesota. Note that borehole

hydraulics are dominated by a fracture in the upper part of the Franconia Formation and to a lesser

extent by a fracture in the St Lawrence Formation. Yield to boreholes open to the upper Franconia

Formation may occur largely through discrete fractures with very high conductivity such as this one.

Figure 16. Borehole geophysical logs of the lower part of the Franconia formation north of Coon Rapids, Minne-

sota. Water injected at a rate of about 2.5 gallons per minute exits the borehole through a narrow

bedding-plane fracture that occurs within fine clastic strata in the lower Franconia. The Franconia

Formation is deeply incised by pre-Quaternary erosion at this site. The presence of a hydraulic fracture

at this stratigraphic position is believed to reflect the enhanced development of hydraulically active

fracture networks in shallow bedrock conditions such as these. In deeper conditions of burial this part
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of the Franconia Formation is not known to contain hydraulic fractures.

Figure 17. Plot of specific capacity values for wells open to the Franconia Formation across the northwest

metro area, compared to thickness of the relatively high permeability, coarse clastic strata of the

Mazomanie member. An “expected” positive correlation between productivity of wells and

thickness of the Mazomanie is not apparent. Even in areas where the Mazomanie is less than 10

feet thick or absent there does not appear to be a significant decrease in well productivity. This

suggests that bedding plane fractures in the upper Franconia dominate the hydraulic system.

APPENDIX  Borehole geophysical logs from northwest metro and nearby areas. Refer to the body of the

report, under subheadings “Hydrogeology-Data and Methods” for an explanation of geophysical

logs. Figure 3 provides a detailed explanation of how flowmeter logs are collected and interpreted.
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APPENDIX  - Additional borehole geophysical logs used in the study

Appndx1.pdf Joint Powers Board test well   Albertville-St. Michael, Minnesota.

 Unique no. 680599.  T 120-R24-S12  BDBAAD

Appndx2.pdf Anoka County Landfill  11-C  Anoka, Minnesota.

Unique no. 409577  T 32-R25-S27 AADADC

Appndx3.pdf Andover   Anoka County, Minnesota.

Unique no. 674487  T 32-R24-S34  DADBDB

Appndx4.pdf Blaine 16    Anoka County, Minnesota.

Unique no. 151587   T 131-R38-S17 ADDBDD

Appndx5.pdf Chaska TW-3   Chaska, Minnesota.

Unique no. 674316  T 116-R23-S31  ABBBBD

Appndx6.pdf Chaska Observation Well   Chaska, Minnesota.

Unique no. 665713  T 116-R23-S32  CBDDDB

Appndx7.pdf Chaska TW-2     Chaska, Minnesota.

Unique no. 665714  T 116-R23-S32  CBDDCA

Appndx8.pdf Chaska TW-4   Chaska, Minnesota.

Unique no. 674317  T 115-R23-S5  AABCBC

Appndx9.pdf Coon Rapids   Anoka County, Minnesota.

Unique no. 665725  T 31-R24-S26  BBBBDD

Appndx10.pdf Greenfield Test Well   Hennepin County, Minnesota.

Unique no. 658157  T 119-R24-S28  CDBBBB

Appndx11.pdf Canadian Pacific RR  Hastings, Minnesota.

Unique no. 255768  T 115-R17-S27 DBBBC

Appndx12.pdf Medina, Minnesota.

Unique no. 676433  T 118-R23-S22  BCAAAB

Appndx13.pdf Oxbow Creek Elementary School   Hennepin County, Minnesota.

Unique no. 676448  T 119-R21-S5  AABCCD

Appndx14.pdf Prior Lake Test Well     Prior Lake, Minnesota.

Unique no. 672729  T 114-R22-S1  BDABCA

Appndx15.pdf Savage OB-8   Scott County, Minnesota

Unique no. 593579  T 115-R21-S19  AAAABC

Appndx16.pdf Ramsey   Anoka County, Minnesota

Unique no. 676430  T 32-R25-S18  CABBBD

Appndx17.pdf Lake Fremont   Sherburne County, Minnesota

Unique no. 674490  T 34-R26-S16  DDDABC

Appndx18.pdf Watertown test well   Watertown, Minnesota

Unique no. 658174  T 117-R25-S4  CDDDBA
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double that of deeper conditions. Conductivity will be markedly variable.

Eau Claire 
Confining Unit

HYDROGEOLOGIC 
UNIT

PROPERTIES IN DEEP BURIAL 
CONDITIONS (most of nw metro area)

PROPERTIES IN SHALLOW CONDITIONS
OF BURIAL (within about 50 ft of bedrock surface)

transitional

Horizontal hydraulic conductivity .01 ft/day, vertical 
.0001 ft/day. 

Fracture flow important. Bulk hydraulic conductivity of 10 to 15 ft/day, but
likely with individual intervals locally with properties similar to deep 
conditions. Conductivity will be markedly variable.

Ironton-Galesville 
Aquifer

Horizontal hydraulic conductivity 3-11 ft/day, largely reflecting 
intergranular permeability. Vertical conductivity estimated at 
about order of magnitude less.

Fracture flow more important. Bulk hydraulic conductivity on average 
double that of deeper conditions. Conductivity will be markedly variable.

Lower Franconia
Confining Unit

Horizontal hydraulic conductivity .01 ft/day, vertical 
.0001 ft/day. High conductivity bedding plane fractures 
may be encountered near base.

Fracture flow important. Bulk hydraulic conductivity of a few ft/day with 
discrete high permeability fractures yielding water. Other intervals locally 
with properties similar to deep conditions Conductivity markedly variable.

Upper Franconia 
Aquifer

St Lawrence 
Confining Unit

Bulk horizontal hydraulic conductivity typically 2-30 ft/day.
Where few or no fractures present from  about one to 
10 ft/day. Individual frac's with conductivity's of tens to 
thousands of ft/day. Vertical conductivity uncertain, but 
where dominated by fine clastic beds could be very low.

Fracture flow even more important. Bulk hydraulic conductivity double that of 
deeper conditions. Conductivity may well be markedly variable. 

Bulk horizontal conductivity from a few to perhaps 20 ft/day,
 achieved through fractures with conductivities of tens to
 perhaps thousands ft/day. Vertical conductivity about 
.0001 ft/day.

Fracture flow even more important. Bulk hydraulic conductivity of tens of
ft/day with discrete high permeability fractures yielding water. Other intervals
 locally with properties similar to deep conditions. Conductivity markedly 
variable.

Figure 5
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Precambrian sedimentary bedrock
Lower Mt Simon Ss

Upper Mt Simon Ss
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Ironton- Galesville Ss

Southern Ramsey CountySoutheast Sherburne County
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Lake Fremont   Sherburne County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 674490

T 34-R26-S16  DDDABC 

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

(116 % of measured flow)

K1

Ironton-Galesville Ss. (98')

K3

pumping @ 1.5 gal/min

gamma log (natural gamma) caliper log (inches) stations (gal/min) ambient, pump troll (gal/min) temperature (F)

ambient

pumping
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Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1                1.4                                                                31
k2                21                                                                 23 
k3                41                                                                 46

Modeled using a total well transmissivity of 90 ft2/day
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Savage OB-8   Scott County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 593579
T 115-R21-S19  AAAABC 

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

(125% of measured flow)

K1

Ironton-Galesville Ss. (590')

ca
si

ng

interpreted ambient flow

caliper log (inches) stations (gal/min) ambient troll (gal/min) temperature (F)
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interpreted injection flow

injection @ 4.7 gal/min

Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1                3.5                                                               100

Estimate based on radial flow to a well, zone of influence 20 feet,
aquifer thickness 55 feet.
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Chaska TW-3   Chaska, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 674316

T 116-R23-S31  ABBBBD

DEPTH
IN FT.

pumping (4 gal/min)

ambient

Ironton-Galesville Ss. (553')

Franconia Fm. (402' ?) ?

casing

Eau Claire Fm. (603')

(110% of measured flow)

interpreted ambient flow

interpreted pumped flow

ambient

Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1                4                                                                   14
k2              130                                                                   9
k3              230                                                                 15
k4              806                                                                 56
k5               58                                                                    4
k6               29                                                                    2

Modeled using a total well transmissivity of 1440 ft2/day
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Greenfield Test Well   Hennepin County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 658157

T 119-R24-S28  CDBBBB

DEPTH
IN FT.

pumping (4.6 gal/min)

ambient

St. Lawrence (256') ca
si

ng

Franconia Fm. (302')

(90% of measured flow)

interpreted ambient flow

interpreted pumped flow

pumping

ambient

Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1              2871                                                                     99
k2              29                                                                          1
Modeled using a total well transmissivity of 2900 ft2/day
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Joint Powers Board test well   Albertville-St. Michael, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 680599

station flow (gal/min)hole diameter (in.) ambient,injection trolls (gal/min)DEPTH
IN FT.

injection (6.6 gal/min)

ambient

Mt. Simon-Hinckley Ss. (395')

Mt. Simon Ss. (347')

(103 % of measured flow)

interpreted ambient flow

interpreted injection flow

injection 

ambient

Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1                2.0                                                                  100

Modeled using a total well transmissivity of 145 ft2/day
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Anoka County Landfill  11-C  Anoka, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 409577

T 32-R25-S27 AADADC

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

(130% of measured flow)

Franconia Fm. (135')

K1

pumped @ 0.5 gal/min
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Estimate based on radial flow to a well, zone of influence 10 feet,
aquifer thickness 2 feet.

Hydraulic conductivity values 
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Andover   Anoka County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 674487

T 32-R24-S34  DADBDB

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

(140 % of measured flow)

K1

Franconia Fm. (Maz. Mbr.) (102')

K2

injected @ 5.5 gal/min

gamma log (natural gamma) caliper log (inches) stations (gal/min) ambient, injection trolls (gal/min)
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Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1                1.8                                                                10                                                                
k2                473                                                               90 

Modeled using a total well transmissivity of 525 ft2/day
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Blaine 16    Anoka County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 151587

 T 131-R38-S17 ADDBDD

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

(140 % of measured flow)

Franconia Fm. (250')

caliper log (inches) stations (gal/min) temperature (F) fluid resistivity (ohm-meter)
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Chaska Observation Well   Chaska, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 665713

T 116-R23-S32  CBDDDB

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

Ironton-Galesville Ss. (515')
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(160% of measured flow)

interpreted ambient flow
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Chaska TW-2     Chaska, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 665714

T 116-R23-S32  CBDDCA

station flow (gal/min)hole diameter (in.)DEPTH
IN FT.

GAMMA

ca
si

ng

St. Lawrence Fm. (338') 

Franconia Fm. (375' ?)

(125% of measured flow)

?

temperature (F)

interpreted ambient flow
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Chaska TW-3   Chaska, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 674316

T 116-R23-S31  ABBBBD

DEPTH
IN FT.

pumping (4 gal/min)

ambient

Ironton-Galesville Ss. (553')

Franconia Fm. (402' ?) ?

casing

Eau Claire Fm. (603')

(110% of measured flow)

interpreted ambient flow

interpreted pumped flow

ambient

Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1                4                                                                   14
k2              130                                                                   9
k3              230                                                                 15
k4              806                                                                 56
k5               58                                                                    4
k6               29                                                                    2

Modeled using a total well transmissivity of 1440 ft2/day
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Chaska TW-4   Chaska, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 674317

T 115-R23-S5  AABCBC

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

Franconia Fm. (358' ?) ?
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Eau Claire Fm. (568')

(110% of measured flow)

interpreted ambient flow
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Coon Rapids   Anoka County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 665725

T 31-R24-S26  BBBBDD

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

(172% of measured flow)

Franconia Fm. (172')

pumped @ 1 gal/min

interpreted pumped flow

injected @ 3.7 gal/min

interpreted injected flow

interpreted ambient flow

gamma log (natural gamma) caliper log (inches) stations (gal/min) ambient, injection trolls (gal/min)

St. Lawrence Fm. (141')

Jordan Ss. (114')

injected 
ambient

Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1              982                                                                  54
k2              237                                                                  13
k3              601                                                                  33

Modeled using a total well transmissivity of 1820 ft2/day
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Greenfield Test Well   Hennepin County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 658157

T 119-R24-S28  CDBBBB

DEPTH
IN FT.

pumping (4.6 gal/min)

ambient

St. Lawrence (256')

ca
si

ng

Franconia Fm. (302')

(90% of measured flow)

interpreted ambient flow

interpreted pumped flow

pumping

ambient

Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1                2871                                                                    99
k2                29                                           1
Modeled using a total well transmissivity of 2900 ft2/day
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Canadian Pacific RR  Hastings, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 255768

T 115-R17-S27 DBBBC

station flow (gal/min)hole diameter (in.) ambient troll (gal/min)DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

GAMMA
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Medina, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 676433

T 118-R23-S22  BCAAAB

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

St. Lawrence Fm. (389')

Jordan Ss.

(140% of measured flow)

interpreted ambient flow

gamma log (natural gamma) caliper log (inches) stations (gal/min) ambient troll (gal/min) temperature (F) fluid resistivity (ohm-meters)
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Oxbow Creek Elementary School   Hennepin County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 676448

T 119-R21-S5  AABCCD

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

(140% of measured flow)

K1

Franconia Fm. (183')

K2

K1

interpreted ambient flow

caliper log (inches) stations (gal/min) ambient troll (gal/min) temperature (F)gamma (natural)
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Prior Lake Test Well     Prior Lake, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 672729

T 114-R22-S1  BDABCA

station flow (gal/min)hole diameter (in.) ambient troll (gal/min)DEPTH
IN FT.

GAMMA
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Savage OB-8   Scott County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 593579
T 115-R21-S19  AAAABC 

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

(125% of measured flow)

K1

Ironton-Galesville Ss. (590')

ca
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ng

interpreted ambient flow

caliper log (inches) stations (gal/min) ambient troll (gal/min) temperature (F)
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gamma (natural)
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St. Lawrence Fm. (401')

interpreted injection flow

injection @ 4.7 gal/min

Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1                3.5                                                               100

Estimate based on radial flow to a well, zone of influence 20 feet,
aquifer thickness 55 feet.
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Ramsey   Anoka County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 676430

T 32-R25-S18  CABBBD

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

(84% of measured flow)

Franconia Fm. (149')

K2
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injected @ 5.4 gal/min

K1

gamma log (natural gamma) caliper log (inches) stations (gal/min) ambient troll (gal/min)
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Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1              407                                                                  37
k2               63                                                                   63

Modeled using a total well transmissivity of 1100 ft2/day
interpreted injected flow

interpreted ambient flow
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Lake Fremont   Sherburne County, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 674490

T 34-R26-S16  DDDABC 

DEPTH
IN FT.

ambient

(116 % of measured flow)

K1

Ironton-Galesville Ss. (98')

K3

pumping @ 1.5 gal/min

gamma log (natural gamma) caliper log (inches) stations (gal/min) ambient, pump troll (gal/min) temperature (F)
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interpreted pumped flow

Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k1                1.4                                                                31
k2                21                                                                 23 
k3                41                                                                 46

Modeled using a total well transmissivity of 90 ft2/day
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Watertown test well   Watertown, Minnesota
Unique Well Number 658174

T 117-R25-S4  CDDDBA

DEPTH
IN FT.

pumping (4.8 gal/min)

ambient

Franconia Fm. (308' ?) ?

St. Lawrence Fm. (260')

(104% of measured flow)

Watertown 4 
pumping @500 gal/min

interpreted ambient flow

interpreted pumped flow (4.8 gal min from this well)

ca
si

ng

Watertown 4 
pumping @500 gal/min

ambient

interpreted pumped flow (Watertown 4 pumping @500 gal/min)

Hydraulic conductivity values 
for zones of preferential flow (ft/day) % of total transmissivity
k3                1683                                                             99
k4                  17                                                                1 
 
Modeled using a total well transmissivity of  1700 ft2/day
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